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INTRODUCTION

At the request of Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd. and on behalf of Alberta
Transportation/Earth Tech (Canada) Inc., an Historical Resources Overview (HRO)
was conducted for the proposed Lethbridge Circulation Roadways Functional
Planning Study (Figure 1). The purpose of this Overview is to assess the historical
resources potential of two potential crossings of the Oldman River by the roadway,
including the potential Chinook Trail Crossing and the potential Popson Park
Crossing, as well as provide recommendations as to the need for, and scope of, an
Historical Resources Impact Assessment (HRIA).

OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of the overview are to assess the potential impacts to
previously recorded archaeological, historical, and palaeontological sites in the
project area; to assess the potential for the occurrence of previously unrecorded
archaeological,

historical,

and

palaeontological

sites;

and,

to

provide

recommendations regarding the need for, and scope of, an Historical Resources
Impact Assessment.

DEFINITION
In Alberta, historical resources are protected under the Historical Resources Act
R.S.A. 2000, c. H-9 (HRA). Under the HRA, the definition of “historical resources”
includes palaeontological, archaeological, precontact (formally referred to as
“prehistoric”), historic, cultural and natural sites, structures and objects. Cultural
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landscapes and traditional use sites may also be associated with historical
resources. Precontact sites are comprised of artifacts, features, and residues of
Aboriginal origin. They predate the arrival of Europeans and are typically
characterized by modified bone and stone artifacts, as well as stone features or
structures. Historic sites are typically characterized by structures, features, and
objects of European influence. Buildings and building remains represent the most
prominent type of historic sites in Alberta. Palaeontological sites include only those
sites which contain fossils of extinct multicellular invertebrates, vertebrates, and
plants. Traditional use sites are identified in consultation with members of aboriginal
communities.

METHODOLOGY
In order to meet the objectives of the overview, a site file search and limited literature
review were undertaken. Data on file at the Historic Resources Management Branch
(HRMB) of Alberta Culture and Community Spirit (ACCS) were reviewed to
determine the number and nature of previously recorded sites in the project area. In
addition, the current Listing of Historic Resources (ATPRC, March 2008 Edition). was
consulted in order to determine the Historical Resource Values (HRVs) of the
crossing areas. Subsequently, a literature review was completed to provide the
archaeological and historical context for unrecorded archaeological and historical
remains and to determine whether significant and/or sensitive historical sites are
present in the project areas. A review of Historic Period township survey plans was
also conducted for the purpose of identifying Historic Period trails and early
homestead/settlement locations. In addition, sources which map and outline the
geology of the area were used to assess palaeontological potential in the proposed
project area. The site file search, literature review, and the mapping data were used
to assign archaeological, historic and palaeontological potential to the proposed
development zone.

Finally, a field visit was conducted in July 2008 in order to

ground truth the evaluation of archaeological and palaeontological potential for both
the proposed Chinook Trail and Popson Park crossing options.

RESULTS

ENVIROMENTAL OVERVIEW
Environment has always provided the parameters within which human cultures may
develop by providing both opportunities and limitations. As a result, elements of the
regional environment are important considerations in the understanding of cultural
development, as they influenced not only the types of activities that could be
conducted, but the ways in which they could be accomplished. In the archaeological
record, testimony to this pattern is witnessed in the type and location of
archaeological sites in specific environments. Human populations were not uniformly
distributed across the landscape, but were clustered in the most suitable habitats. In
Alberta, archaeological sites are found associated with a specific set of landforms
(including valley edges, knolls, rivers, lakes and sloughs) which would direct travel,
bias routes of communication and enhance or restrict resource procurement and
occupation. Due to this close relationship of human settlement and the environment,
a brief overview of the regional and local environments is presented.
The proposed project area is located in the Mixedgrass Subregion of Alberta’s
Grassland Natural Region (Figure 2; Natural Regions Committee 2006). The
Mixedgrass Subregion is characterized by a slightly moister climate than the
adjacent Dry Mixedgrass Subregion, with somewhat cooler summers and milder
winters (Natural Regions Committee 2006). Typical landforms within the Mixedgrass
Subregion include undulating to hummocky eolian deposits, level lacustrine areas,
and undulating to hummocky till plains (Natural Regions Committee 2006).
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Vegetation within the Mixedgrass Subregion is similar to that in the Dry Mixedgrass,
with moister areas within the Mixedgrass Subregion supporting such plant
communities as buckbrush and northern wheat grass (Natural Regions Committee
2006). Forest communities of willows, thorny buffaloberry, and narrow-leaf
cottonwood develop along rivers supplying adequate water supplies during the
growing season (Natural Regions Committee 2006). The Mixedgrass Subregion is
the most intensively cultivated Subregion in the province with 85% of the area
planted to annual crops (Natural Regions Committee 2006). Approximately 5% of the
Subregion is under irrigation while oil and gas exploration and development are
common across the Mixedgrass Subregion (Natural Regions Committee 2006). The
most common disturbances in the proposed project area include agricultural
practices, most commonly cultivation, and oil and gas development.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL OVERVIEW
The Project lies within the plains cultural area, which is characterized by cultural
development focusing on the exploitation of bison. This cultural area extends from
the Rocky Mountains on the west to the mixed grass prairie on the east and into the
parkland on the north. It includes the south to south-central portions of Alberta and
Saskatchewan, the extreme southwestern corner of Manitoba, the eastern portion of
Montana and the northernmost portion of Wyoming.
The earliest evidence for human occupation in Alberta dates from about 11,200
years B.P. This evidence is comprised of the bones and preserved footprints of
extinct species of animals, including mammoth, horse, camel and musk-ox,
associated with small flakes of stone and nearby finds of Clovis spear points in the
St. Mary’s reservoir, near Cardston (Kooyman et al. 2001). Evidence prior to this
time is inconclusive and provides little data regarding the economic adaptations or
technological innovations that may have existed. Evidence for human occupation
prior to this period may have been obliterated or obscured by the major glacial
advances and the advance-retreat cycles of the two major ice masses that occupied
much of Alberta.
Post-dating 11,200 years B.P., precontact diagnostic artifacts indicative of human
occupation are found to persist through to the period of historic culture contact with
Euro-Canadians, in the late A.D. 1800s. To organize this span of human existence,
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the precontact past of Alberta has been divided into three distinct periods, each of
which is defined on the basis of different technological adaptations to the natural
environment of the plains. These periods include the Early (11,500 to 7,500 years
B.P.), Middle (7,500 to 1,750 years B.P.) and Late (1,750 to 225 years B.P.) periods.
The Late Period is followed by a short Contact Period, during which historic trade
goods were introduced into the archaeological record, and the Historic Period, when
large-scale Euro-Canadian settlement changed the nature of indigenous life on the
plains.
The Early Precontact Period is represented in Alberta by the occurrence of large
fluted lanceolate points belonging to the Clovis Complex. These points, which would
have been used on a heavy stabbing spear, are interpreted as representing the
activities of generalized hunters. As the lakes drained during the post-glacial period,
the former lakebeds became available to open tundra-like pioneering terrestrial plant
communities, which supported now extinct megafaunal species such as mammoth,
horse and giant bison (Churcher and Wilson 1979; Kooyman et al. 2001). These
animals provided the basis for the subsistence of early people on the northern plains.
Although few Clovis sites have been excavated in Alberta, fluted points exhibiting a
great deal of regional variation have been found in a number of surface localities
throughout the province (Vickers 1986).
Following the Clovis Complex on the northern plains, between 10,500 and 9,500
years B.P., fluctuation in subsistence lifestyles is apparent in the archaeological
record. A shift from the generalized hunting characteristic of the Clovis period to
more specialized hunting is evident along the forest edge and in parkland areas and
is represented by the presence of Agate Basin occupations. This adaptation was
quickly replaced by the even more specialized bison hunting groups represented by
the Alberta-Cody Complex occupations. Increasing aridity and drought during the
Altithermal climatic period, however, may have made the extremely specialized
subsistence focal bison practices of the Alberta-Cody Complex peoples untenable,
precipitating a reversal in subsistence focus back toward more generalized hunting
practices at the close of the Early Precontact Period.
The Boss Hill site, located near Buffalo Lake, yielded a combination of lanceolate
and large, corner notched points in a well-defined campsite occupation dating to
approximately 7,800 years B.P. (Doll 1982). A wide variety of fauna at the site,
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including bison, elk, fox, badger, beaver, muskrat, rabbit, waterfowl and fish suggest
that the warming climate may have resulted in less intensive big game hunting and a
wider spectrum subsistence pattern at this time, signaling the end of the Early
Precontact Period.
The Middle Precontact Period is characterized by the appearance of side notched
projectile points, interpreted as “dart” points, used to tip light spears that would have
been thrown with the aid of an “atlatl” (throwing board or spear thrower). At the
beginning of this period, the archaeological record is characterized by a profusion of
projectile point styles that are collectively referred to as the Mummy Cave Complex
on the northern plains. These cultures are poorly known in Alberta, due to the dearth
of excavated sites. The best record for this period on the northern plains is from the
Gowen site, near Saskatoon (Walker 1992).
By 5,000 years B.P., the Mummy Cave Complex was succeeded by two major
cultural entities. The McKean Complex has been interpreted as intrusive to the
northern plains, perhaps originating in the Great Basin of the Rocky Mountains of the
United States (Brumley 1975). The Oxbow Complex is interpreted as possibly
originating out of the Mummy Cave Complex, with influences from the McKean
Complex (Vickers 1986). In both complexes, a number of the technological changes
are evident in the archaeological record. Most notable among these is the first
appearance of stone circles (tipi rings) and medicine wheels, as well as evidence of
communal bison hunting.
At the close of the Middle Period, a perpetuation of the previously established
cultural patterns is evident, perhaps with a more intensive specialization on bison.
These are manifested in the occurrence of the Pelican Lake and Besant Phases,
interpreted as adaptations arising out of the earlier cultural complexes (Vickers
1986). Population groups employing the Pelican Lake projectile point style persisted
on the plains until about 2000 years B.P., while the Besant styles continued into the
beginning of the Late Period, until approximately 1,750 years B.P. Reeves (1991)
regards this time period as the florescence of the bison hunting cultures of the plains,
which he attributes to intensive production of pemmican, a food storage technology
evidenced in the archaeological record by increased quantities of firebroken rock.
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Recently, Peck (2005) has suggested that the Besant Phase in Alberta subsumes
two separate cultural constructs, more properly considered as an earlier Besant
Phase (dating between approximately 2100 and 1500 years B.P.) and a later Sonota
Phase (dating between approximately 1500 and 1300 years B.P.). Sonota Phase
materials are typified by long, lanceolate points manufactured primarily from Knife
River Flint.
The end of the Middle Precontact Period is marked by the appearance of two new
innovations, the use of the bow and arrow and ceramic technology. The appearance
of ceramic vessels in the cultural record is a key development, since the stylistic
elements, decorative techniques and manufacturing methods used by different
cultural groups may vary widely, permitting more positive identification of better
defined archaeological cultures. Differences in ceramic technology are better
understood in Saskatchewan and Manitoba than Alberta (e.g. Malainey 1991; Walde
and Meyer 2003; Meyer and Hamilton 1994). However, more recent research is
beginning to address the complexity of ceramic technology in Alberta (Walde and
Meyer 2003; Walde 2004).
These changes in technology are reflected archaeologically in the Avonlea Phase,
usually interpreted as a cultural development that originates with the Pelican Lake
Phase, combined with the admixture of bow and arrow technology from the interior of
British Columbia and ceramic technology from the eastern Saskatchewan and
Manitoba plains (Adams 1977; Byrne 1973; Reeves 1983). Kehoe (1973) offers an
alternative interpretation, suggesting that Avonlea represents the initial movement of
Athapaskan speaking people south from the boreal forest. However, Morgan (1979)
proposed that the Avonlea Phase represents movement of a cultural group from the
east, and recent research in Manitoba (Landals, Kulle and Cockle 2004) provides
some confirmation for this viewpoint.
The Late Precontact Period is the best represented archaeological period in Alberta,
with hundreds of sites dating to the latest, Old Women’s phase (dating from
approximately 1,200 B.P until contact). These sites include large numbers of stone
circles, processing campsites, rock art sites and killsites, concentrated in the plains
and parkland of Alberta. The Old Women’s Phase is envisioned as ancestral to the
historic Blackfoot (Reeves 1983; Peck and Ives 2001). The presence of other
ethnic/linguistic groups in the region is suggested by complexity in both the projectile
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points and ceramic assemblages from this time period. However, this complexity is
poorly understood. Athapaskan speaking peoples had moved into and through
southern Alberta by this time, but their use of small, side notched points similar to
those of the Old Women’s Phase makes them difficult to identify archaeologically
(Ives 2003).
The presence of European trade goods in the First Nations archaeological record is
indicative of the Contact Period, during which time direct and indirect contact with
Euro-Canadian traders and explorers occurred. Historically, the Canadian prairies
and parkland were occupied by tribes of diverse ethnic origins: Cree, Ojibwa,
Assiniboine, Sarcee, Gros Ventre, Blackfoot, Peigan, and Blood were plains bison
hunters, while Mandan and Hidatsa-Crow were plains horticulturalists. The
relationship between these historically documented groups during the Late
Precontact period is unclear, as the fur trade greatly impacted aboriginal lifestyles
and cultural boundaries across North America, due to the adoption of the horse,
increased warfare and pandemic disease. Contact Period sites are rare in Alberta,
and strongly concentrated in the southern Plains (Pyszczyk 1997; Landals 2004).
In spite of considerable disruption of First Nation groups resulting from the fur trade
and European settlement of the West, many First Nations peoples continued
traditional seasonal rounds into the 19th century. Exploration of the Canadian
Northwest and contact with the resident native population was a direct result of
French-English rivalry to satisfy the demand for beaver pelts for the European
market. The first non-Native people to explore territories within the present province
of Alberta were French fur traders, possibly as early as 1750. Between 1690 and
1692, Henry Kelsey undertook an expedition for the Hudson’s Bay Company in an
effort to convince the First Nations to bring furs for trade to Fort York. Kelsey is
commonly considered to be the first non-Native to provide a written account of the
Canadian prairies. In 1754, Anthony Henday undertook a similar mission for the
Hudson’s Bay Company, travelling through what is now central Alberta. His land
travels ended at the North Saskatchewan River, just downstream of the mouth of the
Sturgeon River. From this point he returned by boat down the Saskatchewan River
drainage to return to York Factory (Anderako 1985).
Until 1811, the traders affiliated with the Hudson’s Bay Company and the North West
Company maintained amicable relations to the extent that rival posts were often
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enclosed within the same palisades for mutual protection. After 1811, however,
competition between the two companies became increasingly intense and after a
decade of strife, the North West Company amalgamated with the Hudson’s Bay
Company. The Hudson’s Bay Company lost the rights of a fur trade monopoly in
1869 when the territories controlled by the Company were transferred to the
Dominion of Canada. With the transfer of these lands, the fledgling Canadian
Government was faced with the task of settling the vast area between the Great
Lakes and the Pacific Ocean. To this end, measures to pacify aboriginal groups, the
survey of land, the development of a transportation system, the establishment of a
law enforcement body, and the encouragement and control of immigration were
implemented.
Prior to this time, there was little interest in settling the lands of what are now
southern Alberta and Saskatchewan. The Palliser Expedition (1857-60 A.D.) led by
Captain John Palliser, was assigned the task of determining the suitability of western
Canada for settlement. In reporting on the agricultural potential of the grasslands in
the territories, Palliser identified the arid southwest portions of the area (the ‘Palliser
Triangle’) as having little or no potential for agricultural purposes (Spry 1968). It was
determined, however, by the Hind Expedition (1857-58 A.D.) that the fertile parkland
belt was particularly suitable for agriculture (Hind 1860).
With the coming of the railway, the major population centres in southern Alberta were
established. Initially, settlement was related to cattle ranching which developed in
conjunction with the demise of the buffalo and the need to feed Native people now
confined to reserves. Fort Macleod became the primary trading centre serving these
ranching interests. In 1875, the North West Mounted Police built Fort Calgary. With
the arrival of the railway at Fort Calgary in 1883 and transcontinental service in 1886,
new lands became available for immigrant farmers and Calgary developed into a
major trade and service centre. In 1872, coal was being mined at Coal Banks
(Lethbridge) and, by 1885, a narrow gauge railway connected Coal Banks to the
Canadian Pacific Railway mainline at Medicine Hat.

SITE FILE SEARCH
Within Canada, archaeological sites are designated and recorded using Borden
blocks (Borden 1954). Within this system, the upper case letters represent major
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blocks 2° by 4° blocks in size (i.e. F = 52° to 54° latitude, P = 112° to 116° longitude)
and the lower case letters denote 10' units within the major block (i.e. a = 0' to 10'
latitude; q = 40' to 50' longitude). The numbers refer to specific sites within the units
and are assigned by the Historic Resources Management Branch, Alberta Culture
and Community Spirit. The impact zone reviewed for the Lethbridge Circulation
Roadways Functional Planning Study traverses two Borden Blocks (“DjPe” and
“DjPf”) (Figure 3; Table 1).
A total of 17 previously recorded sites have been recorded in Borden Block DjPe and
a total of 128 previously recorded sites have been recorded in Borden Block DjPf
(Appendix II). The previously recorded sites in Borden Block DjPe include a possible
effigy and cairn site, stone circles, campsites, lithic scatters, isolated finds and a
mine. The previously recorded sites in Borden Block DjPf include a medicine wheel,
a vision quest, a turtle effigy, a possible effigy, killsites and bison jumps, drive lanes,
trap

killsite,

a

boiling

pit,

campsites,

stone

circles,

stone

cairns,

lithic

workshops/quarries, lithic scatters, police posts, the historic Whoop-up Trail, a
whiskey trading post, a historic station, historic settlement and historic homesteads.
Table 1

Summary of previously recorded sites within Borden Blocks traversed
by the proposed development project

Borden Block

Number of
Previously
Recorded Sites

Number of
Sites with
HRVs

Sites with
HRVs within
1km of
Chinook Trail
Crossing

Sites with
HRVs within
1km of
Popson Park
Crossing

DjPe

17

10

1

1

DjPf

128

33

7

2

Total

145

43

6

3
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A search of the Historic Sites Inventory Database for the proposed development was
conducted, using legal descriptions (by township block) as the initial sorting criteria.
No historic structure sites have been recorded in the vicinity of the proposed
roadway options.
In addition to historical structural remains, historic trails are an important element of
the past occupation and utilization of rural Alberta. In an effort to determine the
potential for encountering historic trails, a review of historic township survey plans
was undertaken for the entire project area (Appendix V). A number of historic trails
were noted on maps dating between 1900 and 1921 in the sections surrounding both
the proposed Chinook and Popson Park Options. None of these known trails are
located within the development zone and therefore will not be impacted.

HISTORICAL RESOURCE POTENTIAL
Based on precontact land use patterns in the area, the locations with highest
archaeological site potential are adjacent to water courses, sloughs and points of
exaggerated topography (e.g. ridges, hills). Rivers were important means of
transportation and resource exploitation in the past from precontact to historic times,
and therefore hold high potential for the discovery of historical resources.

CHINOOK TRAIL CROSSING (Figure 4; Plates 1 and 2; Appendices I to IV)
This potential route originates in SW-24-8-22-W4M, crosses the Oldman River in NE19-8-21-W4M, then connects with Scenic Drive in NE-20-8-21-W4M (Figure 4;
Table 1; Plate 1). The proposed Chinook Trail Crossing intersects four LSDs with an
Historical Resource Value (HRV) of ‘5a’ (LSDs 5, 12, 15, and 16 of Section 19-8-21W4M). The proposed development also intersects two LSDs with an HRV of ‘4a’
(LSDs 8 and 9 in Section 24-8-22-W4M) (See Appendices I, II, and III). There are 12
previously recorded sites within one kilometer of the development. Of these 12, four
are located within 500 meters and three are located within 200 meters of the
proposed development. Sites within 500 meters include DjPf 88, DjPf 114, DjPf 128,
and DjPf 129. Of these, site DjPf 128 has been recorded as a turtle effigy (Plate 2)
with four associated cairns.
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Plate 1

View to proposed Chinook Trail Crossing; facing northeast

Plate 2

View of portion of the Turtle Effigy at DjPf 128; facing south
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This site has been identified by First Nation Groups, including the Kainai Nation
located near Lethbridge, as being traditionally important. Negotiations are ongoing
between the First Nation groups and local developers to prevent impacts to site
DjPf 128 due to subdivision construction. Of the other sites, DjPf 88 and DjPf 114
have been identified as stone circle sites, each with an HRV of 4 and DjPf 129 has
been identified as a lithic scatter with an HRV of 0. Sites within 200 meters include
DjPe 7, DjPf 89, and DjPf 127, each with an HRV of 4. DjPe 7 has been identified as
a single stone circle in native vegetation overlooking the confluence of a small
unnamed creek with the Oldman River. Site DjPf 89 has been identified as a single
stone circle situated in native vegetation on a bluff overlooking the Oldman River.
DjPf 127 has been identified as a historic homestead containing five depressions,
five cairns, and two stone lines in native vegetation. Although the location of DjPf 127
appears to be closest to the proposed Chinook Trail Crossing, all three of these sites
may be impacted by the proposed development.
As well as the potential to impact known archaeological and historical sites as
outlined above, the proposed Chinook Trail Crossing crosses portions of native
vegetation in a high potential area. Undisturbed topography has the potential to
contain stone features or buried remains. As well, archaeological sites are typically
found associated with a specific set of landforms (including valley edges, knolls,
rivers, lakes and sloughs) which would direct travel, bias routes of communication
and enhance or restrict resource procurement and occupation. As well, the proposed
route crosses the Oldman River floodplain and associated valley edges. Floodplains
generally have a high potential to contain deep Holocene deposits and, by extension,
may contain deeply buried and multi-component sites. In addition, the coulees of the
seasonal tributaries cut into the Oldman River Valley edges have potential for deep
Holocene deposits.
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POPSON PARK CROSSING (Figure 4; Plates 3 and 4; Appendix I)
This potential route includes three options, each of which originates in SE-13-8-22W4M. Options 1 and 2 cross the Oldman River in SW-13-8-22-W4M, then continue
from the study area in NW-7-8-21-W4M (Plates 3 and 4). Option 3 crosses the
Oldman River in NW-12-8-22-W4M then continues from the study area in SE-7-22-8W4M. The proposed Popson Park Crossing Options intersect twelve LSDs with an
Historical Resource Value (HRV) of ‘5a’ (LSDs 9, 15 to 16 of Section 12-8-22-W4M,
LSDs 5 to 7, 12 of Section 13-8-22-W4M, LSDs 12 to 15 of Section 7-8-21-W4M,
and LSD 4-18-21-W4M). The proposed development also intersects one LSD with an
HRV of ‘4a’ (LSD 15-7-8-21-W4M) (See Appendices I, II and III). There are six
previously recorded sites within one kilometer of the development. Of these six, one
is located within 500 meters and four are located within 200 meters of the proposed
development. Site DjPf 45 is located within 500 metres of the proposed development
and has been identified as a stone circle site with an HRV of 4. Sites DjPf 41 to
DjPf 44 lie within 200 metersof the proposed development area.. Of these, site
DjPf 42 has been identified as a stone circle, stone arc, and a stone cairn in native
vegetation overlooking the Oldman River and has been assigned an HRV of 4. Sites
DjPf 41, DjPf 43, and DjPf 44 are identified as surface campsites in cultivated lands
overlooking the Oldman River and have been assigned HRVs of 0. Although the
location of DjPf 42 appears to be closest to Option 1 of the proposed Popson Park
Crossing, all four of these sites may be impacted by the proposed development.
As well as the potential to impact known archaeological and historical sites as
outlined above, all three options of the proposed Popson Park Crossing cross
portions of native vegetation. Undisturbed topography has the potential to contain
stone features or buried cultural remains. As well, archaeological sites are typically
found associated with a specific set of landforms (including valley edges, knolls,
rivers, lakes and sloughs) which would direct travel, bias routes of communication
and enhance or restrict resource procurement and occupation. In addition, the
proposed route crosses the Oldman River floodplain and associated valley edges.
Floodplains generally have a high potential to contain deep Holocene deposits and,
by extension, may contain deeply buried and multi-component sites. In addition, the
coulees of the seasonal tributaries cut into the Oldman River Valley edges also have
potential for deep Holocene deposits.
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Plate 3

View of proposed Popson Park Crossing options; facing north

Plate 4

View of Options 1 and 2 of proposed Popson Park Crossing;
facing east
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PALAEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCE POTENTIAL
The proposed locations for the Lethbridge Circulation Roadway will cross the
Oldman River on the south side of the City of Lethbridge. The archaeological
assessment confirmed that bedrock occurs at these locations (Plates 5 and 6).
Bedrock of the Oldman Formation occurs in the area (Cooper 2000). The Oldman
Formation is a Late Cretaceous, regressional phase of the Belly River Group
deposited under freshwater conditions. It is made up of resistant sandstone,
carbonaceous sandstone, shale, coal seams and bentonitic beds (Glass 1997;
Kwasniowski and Eberth 1994). The formation is highly fossiliferous and has yielded
plant fossils, sharks, fish, amphibians, turtles, small reptiles and large vertebrate
fossils including articulated dinosaurs and bone beds (Kwasniowski and Eberth
1994).
The portion of the Chinook Trail Crossing in Sections 19 and 20-8-21-W4M and
Section 24-8-22-W4M affect LSDs that are included in the Listing of Historic Sites
(ATPRC 2008). Each of the LSDs in these sections have HRVs of 5p for a High
Palaeontological Resource Sensitivity Zone. Similarly, the portion of the Popson Park
Crossing Options in Section 7-8-21-W4M and Sections 12 and 13-8-22-W4M affect
LSDs that are included in the Listing of Historic Sites (ATPRC 2008). The LSDs in
Section 7-8-21-W4M have HRVs of 5p for a High Palaeontological Resource
Sensitivity Zone while the LSDs in Sections 18 and 19-8-22-W4M have HRVs of 5p
for the Ammonite Shell Agreement Lands.
As bedrock occurs at both the Chinook Trail Crossing and the Popson Park Crossing
locations, it may be disturbed by construction activities and any fossils within the
bedrock may be affected. A Historical Resources Impact Assessment for
palaeontology is recommended to assess the potential for construction to affect
paleontological resources.
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Plate 5

View of proposed Chinook Trail Crossing; facing east

Plate 6

View of proposed Popson Park Crossing options; facing north

SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the information presented above, the proposed development is located
within lands that are considered to have high to moderate potential for the recovery
of historic resources. The proposed development zone contains LSDs with HRV
notations of 4a, 5a or 5p. An HRV of 4 indicates the presence of an historic resource
with outstanding recommendations for avoidance or additional investigation, while an
HRV of 5 indicates an area with the potential for the recovery of historical resources.
Given the high potential of portions of the proposed development area, an HRIA is
recommended.

As portions of the proposed development are within areas of

cultivation and other previous disturbances, a targeted HRIA is recommended,
focusing on the portions of the development which lie within native prairie, are
adjacent to historic structures, and/or within high potential locations such as high
knolls, ravines or flood plains. Identified target areas for archaeological and historic
sites will be those locations of high potential which will be potentially impacted by the
proposed development, including:
•

Areas adjacent to previously recorded sites;

•

LSDs Areas included in the current Listing of Historic Resources (ATPRC
2008);

•

Areas within the floodplains of the Oldman River and seasonal tributaries of
the Oldman River, to determine the potential for deep Holocene deposits;

•

Areas of undisturbed native vegetation

Areas with topographic features considered to be of high potential, such as high
knolls, ridges, etc. In addition, site DjPf 128 will be revisited to ensure that there will
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be no impacts. This would include First Nation Consultation. Similarly, it is
recommended that First Nations consultation be undertaken relative to the proposed
development.
An Historical Resources Impact Assessment for archaeology is recommended. In
areas with deep Holocene deposits, a backhoe testing program would also be
recommended, particularly in relation to watercourse crossing locations, adjacent to
sloughs, in swales, and area where the potential for locating deeply buried sites. The
field reconnaissance and shovel testing may result in further recommendations for
backhoe testing or mitigative excavation.
An

Historical

Resources

Impact

Assessment

for

palaeontology

is

also

recommended, based on the known occurrence of exposed bedrock at the proposed
crossing locations. This HRIA will assess the potential for proposed construction to
affect paleontological resources.
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ALBERTA MASTER LIST OF BORDEN NUMBERS
Borden No. Site Name

Site Type

Feature

Jul 10, 2008

HRV

Permit No.

DjPe-1

N/A

OPEN FOR USE

DjPe-2

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-112

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPe-3

stone feature

stone circle

DjPe-4

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 82-092

DjPe-5

scatter

HRV 0

ASA 82-092

DjPe-6

mine

structure; shaft ?;
depression

HRV 4

ASA 82-092

DjPe-7

stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 82-092

DjPe-8

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 82-092

DjPe-9

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 82-092

DjPe-10

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 84-032

DjPe-11

campsite

HRV 4

ASA 84-032

DjPe-12

campsite

HRV 4

ASA 84-032

DjPe-13

campsite

HRV 4

ASA 84-032

DjPe-14

stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 84-032

DjPe-15

stone feature

cairn ?; effigy ?

HRV 4

ASA 84-032

N/A

OPEN FOR USE

DjPe-16
DjPe-17

stone feature

stone circle; stone
arc

HRV 4

ASA 96-059

DjPe-18

stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 96-059
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Borden No. Site Name

Site Type

Feature

HRV

Permit No.

DjPf-1

campsite; stone
feature

stone circle; cairn;
effigy ?; hearth

N/A

Glenbow 1958; ASA 75-045; ASA
84-065

DjPf-2

Fort Whoop-Up;
Fort Hamilton

stone feature; trading wall; ditch; well;
HRV 1
post (whiskey); police depression; bastion;
post
cairn; mound;
palisade; building;
pit

DjPf-3

Glenbow 1957; Glenbow 1958;
Glenbow 1960; RCMP Centennial
1974-1975; ASA 83-073; ASA CRM
056; ASA 91-034; ASA CRM 226

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-1

DjPf-4

killsite

bison jump

N/A

Glenbow 1961; ASA 75-045

DjPf-5

stone feature

cairn; stone arc

N/A

Mirau, A.N. 2006

campsite

N/A

U of C 1967; ASA 75-045

DjPf-7

killsite

N/A

U of C 1972; ASA 75-045

DjPf-8

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-9

campsite; stone
feature

stone circle; hearth

N/A

ASA 75-045; ASA 76-013; ASA 77
-020

DjPf-10

campsite; stone
feature

stone circle

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-11

stone feature

stone circle

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-12

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-13

stone feature

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-14

campsite

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-15

campsite

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-16

scatter; stone feature

stone circle

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-17

stone feature; killsite

stone circle; cairn;
bison jump; effigy;
drive lane;
alignment

N/A

ASA 75-045; ASA 84-065

DjPf-18

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-17

DjPf-19

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-17

DjPf-6

Stalker

cairn

ALBERTA MASTER LIST OF BORDEN NUMBERS
Borden No. Site Name

HRV

Permit No.

DjPf-20

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-17

DjPf-21

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-17

DjPf-22
DjPf-23

Nitapinaw's
Medicine Wheel

Site Type

Feature

Jul 10, 2008

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 75-045

stone feature;
ceremonial/religious

stone circle; cairn;
medicine wheel;
alignment (cairn)

N/A

ASA 75-045; ASA 84-065; ASA
CRM 078; ASA CRM 090

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-23

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-24
DjPf-25

campsite

DjPf-26

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-27

stone feature

cairn

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-28

stone feature

cairn

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-29

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-30

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-31

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-32

campsite; stone
feature

stone circle

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-33

scatter; stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-34

stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-35

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-36

stone feature

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-37

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-38

stone feature

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-39

scatter

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

cairn

stone circle
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Borden No. Site Name

Site Type

Feature

HRV

Permit No.

DjPf-40

campsite; stone
feature

cairn

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-41

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-42

stone feature

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-43

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-44

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-45

stone feature

cairn

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-46

scatter; campsite;
stone feature

stone circle; hearth

HRV 4

ASA 75-045; ASA 80-013; ASA 80
-071

DjPf-47

campsite; workshop

HRV 0

ASA 75-045; ASA 80-013; ASA 80
-071

DjPf-48

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045; ASA 80-013; ASA 80
-071

DjPf-49

stone feature

HRV 4

ASA 75-045; ASA 80-013; ASA 80
-071

DjPf-50

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-51

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-52

stone feature

cairn

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-53

campsite; stone
feature;
ceremonial/religious

stone circle; cairn;
medicine wheel

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-54

stone feature

cairn

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-55

campsite; settlement

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

DjPf-56

workshop; quarry

HRV 0

ASA 75-045

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-17

N/A

ASA 75-045

stone circle; cairn

stone circle

DjPf-57
DjPf-58
DjPf-59

St. Mary's
Outpost

stone feature

stone circle

police post (outpost)

depression; outline; HRV 3
mound

RCMP Centennial 1974-1975; ASA
75-045
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Borden No. Site Name

Site Type

Feature

HRV

Permit No.

DjPf-60

settlement

building

N/A

ASA 75-045

DjPf-61

campsite

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-62

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 76-013

N/A

OPEN; see DjPf-9

HRV 0

ASA 76-013

DjPf-63
DjPf-64

campsite; quarry

DjPf-65

campsite

hearth

N/A

Head, T.H. 1977

DjPf-66

killsite

bison jump

N/A

Head, T.H. 1977

DjPf-67

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-68

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-69

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-70

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-71

concentration

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-72

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-73

scatter (lithic)

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-74

isolated find

N/A

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-75

scatter (lithic)

N/A

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-76

campsite; stone
feature

N/A

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-77

isolated find

N/A

ASA 80-013

DjPf-78

concentration

N/A

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-79

isolated find

N/A

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-80

campsite

N/A

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

cairn
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Site Type

DjPf-81

Feature

Jul 10, 2008

HRV

Permit No.

campsite

N/A

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-82

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071; ASA 94
-083

DjPf-83

campsite

HRV 4

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071; ASA 94
-083

DjPf-84

scatter >10; campsite; stone circle
stone feature

HRV 4

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071; ASA 94
-083; ASA 04-014

DjPf-85

campsite; stone
feature

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-86

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-87

campsite; stone
feature

stone circle ?

HRV 4

ASA 80-013; ASA 80-071

DjPf-88

stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 82-092; ASA 99-078

DjPf-89

stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 82-092; ASA 99-078

DjPf-90

homestead

house; cellar

HRV 4

ASA 82-092; ASA 99-078

cairn

DjPf-91

Reeves, B.O.K. 1984 reserved

DjPf-92

Reeves, B.O.K. 1984 reserved

DjPf-93

Reeves, B.O.K. 1984 reserved

DjPf-94

scatter; campsite

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-95

stone feature

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-96

scatter; campsite

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-97

scatter; campsite

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-98

scatter (flake); stone
feature

stone circle; cairn;

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-99

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-100

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-101

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 84-065

stone circle
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Borden No. Site Name

Site Type

Feature

HRV

Permit No.

DjPf-102

stone feature

stone circle

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-103

stone feature

cairn; pit (boiling);
depression

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-104

stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-105

stone feature

cairn

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-106

scatter

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-107

scatter

N/A

ASA 84-065; ASA 94-101

DjPf-108

scatter; stone feature

stone circle; cairn

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-109

scatter; stone feature

stone circle

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-110

scatter

N/A

ASA 84-065; ASA 94-101

DjPf-111

scatter

N/A

ASA 84-065

DjPf-112

campsite

HRV 4

ASA 75-045

DjPf-113

stone feature; killsite;
ceremonial/religious

stone circle; stone
oval; vision quest;
trap; depression

HRV 4

ASA 87-020; ASA 87-044

DjPf-114

stone feature

stone circle

HRV 4

ASA 87-047

DjPf-115

campsite

HRV 0

ASA 87-047

DjPf-116

stone feature

HRV 4

ASA 90-083

DjPf-117

killsite

HRV 4

ASA 90-083

stone circle

DjPf-118

Inland Mercantile
Test Area A

scatter; campsite

HRV 0

ASA 91-037

DjPf-119

Inland Mercantile
Test Area B

scatter; campsite

HRV 0

ASA 91-037

DjPf-120

N/A

OPEN FOR USE

DjPf-121

N/A

OPEN FOR USE

ALBERTA MASTER LIST OF BORDEN NUMBERS
Borden No. Site Name

Site Type

DjPf-122

scatter <10

DjPf-123

settlement;
homestead

DjPf-124

HRV

Permit No.

HRV 0

ASA 94-101

depression

HRV 4

ASA 94-083; ASA 04-014

stone feature

cairn

N/A

ASA 94-101

DjPf-125

stone feature

stone circle

N/A

ASA 94-101

DjPf-126

stone feature

stone circle; hearth

N/A

ASA 94-101

DjPf-127

homestead

cairn; stone line;
depression

HRV 4

ASA 99-078 reserved

DjPf-128

stone feature ;
ceremonial/religious

cairn; effigy (turtle)

HRV 4

Hanna, D.T. 1999 (ASA 99-078);
ASA CRM 189; ASA 07-198

DjPf-129

scatter <10

HRV 0

ASA 00-200

DjPf-130

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 00-200

DjPf-131

scatter >10

HRV 0

ASA 01-158

DjPf-132

isolated find

HRV 0

ASA 03-032

HRV 4

ASA 03-166

HRV 4

ASA 03-166

N/A

Wood, B.P. 2004

DjPf-133

St. Mary Station

transportation

DjPf-134

Whoop-Up Trail

trail

Feature

Jul 10, 2008

structure;
foundation

DjPf-135

scatter <10; stone
feature

stone circle; hearth

DjPf-136

scatter >10

HRV 4

ASA 04-014

DjPf-137

scatter >10

HRV 4

ASA 04-498
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List of quarter sections with HRV designations in vicinity of proposed development
Site

Quarter_
Section
All

LSD

ATS

1 to 16

W4‐R21‐T008‐S07

NE
NE
NE,NW

16
9,10,15
10,13,15

W4‐R21‐T008‐S07
W4‐R21‐T008‐S07
W4‐R21‐T008‐S07

DjPe‐3
DjPe‐3

stone feature
stone feature

NE,NW
NW
All

10‐13,15
14
1 to 16

W4‐R21‐T008‐S07
W4‐R21‐T008‐S07
W4‐R21‐T008‐S18

DjPf‐42
DjPf‐42

stone feature
stone feature

All

1‐4,8,10‐15

W4‐R21‐T008‐S18

NE
NE
NE
NE
NW

16
16
9,16
9,16
13

W4‐R21‐T008‐S18
W4‐R21‐T008‐S18
W4‐R21‐T008‐S18
W4‐R21‐T008‐S18
W4‐R21‐T008‐S18

DjPe‐13
DjPe‐14
DjPe‐11
DjPe‐12
DjPf‐128

campsite
stone feature
campsite
campsite
stone feature /
ceremonial/ religious

Stone Feature
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
High Palaeontological
Resource Sensitivity Zone
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
Stone Feature

NW
SE
SE,SW
All

W4‐R21‐T008‐S18
W4‐R21‐T008‐S18
W4‐R21‐T008‐S18
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19

DjPf‐114
DjPe‐3
DjPf‐42

stone feature
stone feature
stone feature

NE
NE,SE
NE,SE
NE,SE

13,14
1,2
2 to 4
1,3,5,6,8‐
10,12,14‐16
9
1,8,9
1,8,9
7,8,10,15,16

W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19

DjPe‐7
DjPe‐14
DjPe‐15
DjPe‐7

Stone Feature / Ceremonial/
religious

NW,SW

4,5,12

W4‐R21‐T008‐S19

DjPf‐128

High Archaeological Resource
Sensitivity Zone
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
High Palaeontological
Resource Sensitivity Zone
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
High Palaeontological
Resource Sensitivity Zone
High Palaeontological
Resource Sensitivity Zone
Campsite
Stone Feature
Campsite
Campsite
Stone Feature / Ceremonial/
religious

Borden
Num

Site_Type

Feature

HRV Cat
5

a

stone circle
stone circle

4
5
5

a
a
p

stone circle / cairn
stone circle / cairn

5
4
5

a
a
p

5

p

5
5
5
5
5

a
a
a
a
a

stone circle
stone circle
stone circle / cairn

5
5
5
5

a
a
a
p

stone feature
stone feature
stone feature
stone feature

stone circle
stone circle
cairn / effigy
stone circle

4
5
5
5

a
a
a
a

stone feature /
ceremonial/ religious

cairn / effigy

5

a

stone circle

cairn / effigy
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List of quarter sections with HRV designations in vicinity of proposed development
Site

Stone Feature
Campsite
Campsite
Campsite
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
High Palaeontological
Resource Sensitivity Zone
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
Mine
D.H. WHITNEY HOUSE / IDEAL
FARM, NEAR LETHBRIDGE

Quarter_
LSD
Section
NW,SW
5,12,13
SE
1
SE
1
SE
1,8
SW
4
SW
3,5,6
NW,SE,S 1‐6,11‐13
W
NW,SW 3,4,6,11,12
NW,SW
3,6,11,12
NW,SW
5,12,13
SE
2

ATS
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S19
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20

Borden
Num
DjPf‐89
DjPe‐11
DjPe‐12
DjPe‐13
DjPf‐114
DjPf‐114

Site_Type

Feature

stone feature
campsite
campsite
campsite
stone feature
stone feature

stone circle

DjPe‐15
DjPe‐14
DjPe‐7
DjPe‐6

stone feature
stone feature
stone feature
mine

cairn / effigy
stone circle
stone circle
structure / shaft /
depression

stone circle
stone circle

HRV Cat
5
5
5
5
4
5
5

a
a
a
a
a
a
p

5
5
5
4

a
a
a
a

2

h

5
5
5

a
a
a

5
4
4
4
5

a
a
a
a
a

SE

1,2,7,8

W4‐R21‐T008‐S20

Campsite
Campsite
Mine

SE,SW
SE,SW
SE,SW

2 to 4
2 to 4
1,3,6‐8

W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20

DjPe‐11
DjPe‐12
DjPe‐6

campsite
campsite
mine

Campsite
Stone Feature
Campsite
Stone Feature
High Archaeological Resource
Sensitivity Zone
Stone Feature

SE,SW
SW
SW
SW
All

2,5‐7
5
3,4
4,5
1 to 16

W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R21‐T008‐S20
W4‐R22‐T008‐S12

DjPe‐13
DjPe‐15
DjPe‐13
DjPe‐14

campsite
stone feature
campsite
stone feature

All

6‐9,11,14‐16

W4‐R22‐T008‐S12

DjPf‐45

stone feature

cairn

5

a

NE
10
NE,NW,S
5,6,9‐
W
11,13,15,16

W4‐R22‐T008‐S12
W4‐R22‐T008‐S12

DjPf‐45

stone feature

cairn

4
5

a
p

Stone Feature
Ammonite Shell Agreement
Lands

structure / shaft /
depression
cairn / effigy
stone circle
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List of quarter sections with HRV designations in vicinity of proposed development
Site

Scatter / Campsite / Stone
Feature
High Archaeological Resource
Sensitivity Zone
Stone Feature
Stone Feature / Ceremonial/
religious
Ammonite Shell Agreement
Lands
Stone Feature

Stone Feature
Homestead
Stone Feature
Stone Feature
Stone Feature / Ceremonial/
religious

Quarter_
Section
NW,SW

LSD

ATS

4,5,12

W4‐R22‐T008‐S12

All

1 to 16

W4‐R22‐T008‐S13

NE
NE

16
15,16

W4‐R22‐T008‐S13
W4‐R22‐T008‐S13

NE,SE,SW 1,3,4,6,7,9,1
0
All
1‐
3,6,8,9,11,1
4‐16
NE
9
NE
15
NE
15
NE,NW 9‐11,14,16
NE,SE
2,7,9,10

Borden
Num
DjPf‐46

DjPf‐114
DjPf‐128

Site_Type

Feature

scatter / campsite /
stone feature

stone circle / hearth

stone feature
stone feature /
ceremonial/ religious

stone circle
cairn / effigy

W4‐R22‐T008‐S13

HRV Cat
5

a

5

a

5
5

a
a

5

p

W4‐R22‐T008‐S24

DjPf‐88

stone feature

stone circle

5

a

W4‐R22‐T008‐S24
W4‐R22‐T008‐S24
W4‐R22‐T008‐S24
W4‐R22‐T008‐S24
W4‐R22‐T008‐S24

DjPf‐89
DjPf‐90
DkPf‐46
DkPf‐46
DjPf‐128

stone feature
homestead
stone feature
stone feature
stone feature /
ceremonial/ religious

stone circle
dwelling / cellar
stone circle
stone circle
cairn / effigy

4
4
4
5
5

a
a
a
a
a

DjPf‐88
DjPf‐89

stone feature
stone feature

stone circle
stone circle

4
5

a
a

5

p

Stone Feature
Stone Feature

NE,SE
NE,SE

7,10
7,8,10,15,16

W4‐R22‐T008‐S24
W4‐R22‐T008‐S24

High Palaeontological
Resource Sensitivity Zone
Homestead

NE,SE

8,9,15,16

W4‐R22‐T008‐S24

SE

8

W4‐R22‐T008‐S24

DjPf‐127

homestead

Stone Feature / Ceremonial/
religious

SE

1,8

W4‐R22‐T008‐S24

DjPf‐128

stone feature /
ceremonial/ religious

Stone Feature

SE

1,8

W4‐R22‐T008‐S24

DjPf‐114

stone feature

cairn / stone
alignment /
depression
cairn / effigy

4

a

4

a

stone circle

5

a
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City of Lethbridge
Recreational Assessment of River Crossing Alternatives

1.

Introduction

A defining character of Lethbridge is the River Valley system that traverses the
city with magnificent views, habitat for a variety of plants and animals native to
the region, and provides city residents with an array of recreational opportunities.
These opportunities include interpretive experiences with the ecosystem,
enjoying the natural environment with its diverse plant and animal life, walking,
running, cycling on the pathway systems, picnicking, and a variety of other
recreational pursuits.
In the early 1980’s the City of Lethbridge made a major decision to preserve and
protect the river valley for public recreation now and for future generations. This
decision coincided with an emerging trend in society to engage in exercise and
relaxation in natural environments, and to become much more aware and
appreciative of local nature. The value placed on preservation and protection for
the future, while at the same time enjoying nature is well accepted today and
continues to be a vision of the City and many residents.
While the river valley provides many diverse and rich experiences it poses a
barrier to transportation potential for more than just motorized vehicles. Using
bicycles or walking as alternative modes of transportation in the city is limited for
some because of the limited and difficult access across the deep valley.
A discussion of an additional river bridge should include serious consideration of
the impacts of each on the river valley ecosystem, recreational and alternative
transportation options. While the future needs or demand for either recreation or
alternative transportation are subjective, the following provide some cursory
points for consideration and generating discussion.

2.

No New River Crossing

The current situation for crossing the river valley on foot or bicycle is limited to
Whoop Up Drive. The collection or distribution pattern on the west side has good
connectivity with University Drive for connections north and south. The
connection to Whoop Up Drive west of University Drive is possible, but is not
direct and is inconvenient. The connection or access points on the east side of
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the valley are inconvenient to the south and limited to on street connections into
the downtown area or beyond. From the pathway system that parallels Whoop
Up Drive access to the valley on both sides of the river is possible.
Stakeholder and Community input during the development of the Bikeways and
Pathways Master plan identified a strong desire for an additional pathway river
crossing, ideally one with less grade change to reduce the barrier the hill
presents.
This option would have the least impact on the river valley ecosystem. No
construction resulting in loss of native area would occur. The effect on recreation
would be neutral however potential access points to the valley would not be
realized without the development of an additional standalone pathway river
crossing. Options for alternate forms of transportation would remain limited and
motorized vehicles would remain the most practical transportation option for
many.

3.

Crossing at Chinook Trail

Construction of a new road with a parallel pathway in this location will impact the
ecology of the area used for construction. This location currently has little access
to the river valley. The grade and close proximity of the slopes to the river
provide little opportunity for nature based recreation in this location. Impact on
current or future nature based recreation would not be negatively affected.
The Chinook Trail crossing with a parallel pathway will have positive impact on
pathway based recreation. Connections to the pathway that connects through to
Henderson Lake Park with the many residents in west Lethbridge is anticipated
to be well used and enhance the overall pathway system in the city. The
connection points in the center of the pathway system would increase overall use
and convenience of the pathway for recreation.
This crossing location would provide the ideal connection for a pathway because
it connects to residential areas on both sides of the valley with convenient access
to major employment centers such as the University, College, Hospital and
downtown area. This crossing provides the best opportunity for the growth of
alternative transportation in the future.
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This option has a greater ecological impact than no crossing but less than the
crossing through Popson Park. It has the highest positive impact on pathway
based recreation. It also has the highest positive impact on alternative
transportation options of the three being considered. This is the preferred option
from pathway based recreation and alternative transportation perspectives.

4.

Crossing at Popson Park

Popson Park is a river valley park with limited development as part of its allure.
Activities include a picnic shelter, an off leash area for dogs, the observatory, and
one of the few boat launch opportunities into the Oldman River. This park serves
as the main valley activity area on the west side of the river. Part of the appeal is
the separation from development giving the park a true native or natural
character. The valley bottom is large and open with mature Cottonwood Poplars
along the water edge. Views of the coulee slopes and skyline are unobstructed
giving users of this park a feeling of quiet and isolation that is unique in
Lethbridge. This park also serves as important habitant for the Prairie
Rattlesnake population native to the area. The Prairie Rattlesnake is identified as
a species at risk under Federal Legislation.
The option of a river crossing with a parallel pathway through Popson Park would
place the roadway along the north edge of the park. This would have a minor
impact on the function of the park as no developed amenities are in close
proximity to the proposed route. Although the function may not be affected, there
would be a significant negative impact on the experience currently enjoyed in the
park. Separation from development would disappear and the quiet isolated
nature of the park would be changed. This new atmosphere would have a
negative impact on nature based recreation in the park. Pathway based
recreation would be slightly positively impacted by a river crossing in this
location. The connections for this proposed routing are limited to no connection
point on the east and one on the west side until ultimate development in the west
occurs. To provide connectivity to the pathway system on the east a wider bridge
on Highway 5 would need to be constructed to allow room for a pathway adjacent
the highway. Increased distance and indirect connections may deter extensive
use of the pathway for recreation. The long unencumbered loop may be a
suitable option for running or high speed bicycle riding for those individuals with a
fitness level able to be challenged by the long distance.
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Ecological impacts would be negative which would have a negative impact on
nature based recreation. Aside from the impact of construction activities to the
native ecosystem the road would serve as a major barrier for the Prairie
Rattlesnake population movement between their hibernacula and there range to
the south. High mortality would be anticipated due to starvation or being killed on
the road surface as they attempt to cross to their feeding grounds. The effect of
the street lighting on the proposed roadway on the observatory is not known and
will require further consideration.
This crossing point does not provide access to the major employment centers in
the city although there would be convenient access to the retail area along south
Mayor Magrath Drive. The potential for this river crossing to be used by those
seeking option for alternative transportation options would be limited.

5.

Conclusion

The river valley contributes to the character and atmosphere in the City of
Lethbridge. It provides a wide array of nature based recreation, ecologic diversity
and while it provides opportunity for pathway based recreation it also acts as a
barrier to the connectivity of the pathway system. This barrier dissuades many
from engaging in options for alternate transportation and leaves the vehicle as
the only viable option for crossing it.
From a nature based recreational perspective no additional river crossing seems
to have the most neutral outcomes. The Chinook Trail option may open limited
access to the valley and a crossing through Popson Park would significantly alter
the atmosphere and experience currently enjoyed in the park. Nature based
recreation is contingent on ecological impacts to the river valley. The most
significant negative impact to the ecology is the Popson Park option because, in
addition to the disturbance caused by construction there will be a significant
disruption and damage to the Prairie Rattlesnake population.
The pathway based recreational opportunities are expanded by the Chinook Trail
crossing by providing the most versatility and convenient routing options while
using the pathway system. No river crossing maintains the limited choices to one
pathway crossing and the Popson Park crossing location is too remote to add
significant connectivity to the pathway system.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Considering the potential of utilizing the pathway system for alternative modes of
transportation the most beneficial is the Chinook Trail crossing location. Having
the crossing option limited to the current one option maintains the significant
barrier to many people. The Popson Park option connections are too far removed
from the major employment centers in Lethbridge to be of significant value.
Considering the recreational with the associated ecological impacts and an
alternate transportation perspective the option of an additional river crossing in
the Chinook Trail location is, overall the most beneficial and has fewer negative
impacts in comparison to the other two alternatives.
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Executive Summary
As part of the Lethbridge circulation roadways functional planning study, the City of Lethbridge
is planning to construct a bridge crossing on the Oldman River in the southwest corner of the
city. Two potential crossing locations were identified; one in the vicinity of Chinook Trail and
another within Popson Park. Construction of a crossing in the Oldman River valley at either
location would require vegetation clearing in the riparian zone and significant back-filling so that
a suitable surface for the bridge structure and roadway is constructed. Because of potential
environmental concerns associated with the project, the City of Lethbridge and AECOM retained
Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd. to conduct a high-level environmental overview of
both crossing locations. The results of the overview were used to identify potential issues and
concerns associated with both bridge crossing options on fisheries, wildlife and rare plants that
should be taken into consideration during the site selection process. Terrestrial and aquatic
resources were assessed for the study area based on a review of existing information and a
field site inspection conducted on July 7, 2008.
Fish
The fish and fish habitat assessment identified good quality fish habitat at both crossing
locations on the Oldman River. The river provided an excellent migratory pathway and good
overwintering habitat for many species, including large-bodied, migratory sport fish such as lake
sturgeon, walleye, northern pike, and burbot. Historical records indicate that 26 species of fish
are known to occur within the study area, and an additional 4 species and a hybrid trout group
could potentially be present at any time (T. Clayton, Alberta Sustainable Resource
Development, personal communication).
Wildlife
In general, habitat quality was considered to be good for wildlife; however, two important habitat
features were identified that should be considered during the crossing site selection process.
For example, the proposed Chinook Trail crossing location contains important riparian habitat
along the east bank of the Oldman River side channel and on Battleship Island. This riparian
zone appears to provide high quality foraging and nesting/bedding habitats for wildlife,
particularly birds and deer, likely functions as movement corridor to other high quality riparian
habitats within the Oldman River valley. In addition, the dry, short-grass hills of the river valley
surrounding the proposed Popson Park crossing location are known to contain several prairie
rattlesnake hibernacula (L. Dube, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, personal
communication). Overwintering habitat is critical for this species, particularly at the northern
limits of its range in Alberta (Watson and Russell 1997).
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Rare Plants
Fourteen species of rare plants have been identified in the vicinity of the proposed crossing
structures (T. Kemper, Alberta Natural Heritage Information Centre, personal communication).
In addition, 13 rare plant communities are known to occur within the Grassland Natural Region
and could potentially occur in the vicinity of the Chinook Trail and Popson Park areas (ANHIC
2009).
Potential Issues and Concerns
Potential effects of crossing the Oldman River at Chinook Trail include loss of high quality
riparian wildlife habitat, disruption of wildlife movements within the river valley, and loss of fish
habitat and interruption of fish passage at a proposed culvert located on a side channel of the
Oldman River. At the Popson Park crossing, the primary concerns were related to loss of
prairie rattlesnake habitat, potential destruction of critical hibernacula, and potential mortality of
snakes during the operation of the road. Given the critical nature of the prairie rattlesnake
habitat in the vicinity of the proposed Popson Park crossing, the Chinook Trail crossing location
was identified as the preferred option.
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1
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project Background
The City of Lethbridge is planning to construct a bridge across the Oldman River in the
southwest corner of the city. Two potential crossing locations were identified; one in the vicinity
of Chinook Trail and another within Popson Park (Figure 1).

As part of the Lethbridge

circulation roadways functional planning study, a high-level environmental overview was
conducted by Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd. to identify potential environmental
issues or concerns that should be considered during the site selection process for the
recommended bridge crossing location.

1.2 Objectives
The overall objective of the study was to conduct a high-level environmental overview of the
Chinook Trail and Popson Park bridge crossing locations.

Specific objectives of the

assessment were to:

•

Review existing information regarding fisheries, wildlife, and rare plants in the vicinity of
each crossing location.

•

Identify potential environmental issues or concerns associated with each bridge crossing
location.

•

Recommend the preferred crossing location based on environmental (fish, wildlife, and
vegetation) considerations.
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Figure 1. Location of the proposed Chinook Trail and Popson Park crossings on the Oldman River in relation to the City of Lethbridge.
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2
2.0 STUDY AREA
The proposed Oldman River crossings at Chinook Trail and Popson Park are located within the
City of Lethbridge, in southern Alberta. Both sites are located in the south-west corner of the
city. Major land use activities in the vicinity of the Chinook Trail crossing include residential
developments and golf courses, whereas the major land uses in the Popson Park area include a
public day-use area and a private campground.
Ecologically, natural habitats within the vicinity of the proposed crossings fall within the
Mixedgrass Subregion of the Grasslands Natural Region of Alberta (Achuff 1994).

The

subregion represents a 50 to 100 km wide fertile band of heavily cultivated land that stretches
from the Montana border in the south to the Red Deer River in the north (ANHIC 2009). Few
natural prairie areas remain within the subregion, as most of the land has been cultivated.
Remnant natural prairie exists primarily in outlying areas to the east, near the Cypress Hills, and
is characterized by needle-and-thread, porcupine grass, and northern and western wheatgrass,
while higher elevation sites may be dominated by plains rough fescue or bluebunch fescue
(ANHIC 2009). The typical landforms in the region include hummocky till plains, level lacustrine
areas, and hummocky to undulating eolian deposits.

The dominant soil type within the

Mixedgrass Subregion is the Dark Brown Chernozem which results from the relatively moist
conditions in this area (ANHIC 2009).
The Oldman River is the major watercourse in the area which flows northeast through the City
of Lethbridge, eventually joining the Bow River and the Red Deer River to become the South
Saskatchewan River. The Oldman River within the project area is categorized as a Class C
watercourse with a restricted activity period of April 1 to July 31.
This area of the province experiences long, cool summers and short, mild winters. Average
monthly temperature ranges from –7.8°C in January to 18.0°C in July (Environment Canada
2000).

The average annual precipitation is 38.6 cm, of which 27.1 cm falls as rain.

The

average annual snowfall is 130.5 cm with heaviest snowfalls occurring during March and
January.
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3
3.0 METHODS
3.1 Review of Existing Information
Various information sources were used to assess the historical status of the fish, wildlife, and
rare plants in the Chinook Trail and Popson Park study areas including unpublished government
reports, consultant reports, maps, and aerial photographs. Information was also obtained from
discussions with local Alberta Sustainable Resource Development personnel. Other sources of
information included the Fisheries Management Information System (FMIS) database, the
Alberta Natural Heritage Information Center (ANHIC), and the Fisheries and Wildlife
Management Information System (FWMIS) database. Information regarding species of concern
in the area was obtained from the General Status of Alberta Wild Species (ASRD 2005) for
provincially-listed species and the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(2009) listings and Species at Risk Public Registry (2009) for federally-listed species.

3.2 Field Site Inspections
3.2.1 Fish
A fish habitat assessment following provincial procedures outlined in the Alberta Code of
Practice for Watercourse Crossings (Alberta Environment 2001) and the Fish Habitat Manual –
Guidelines and Procedures for Watercourse Crossings in Alberta (Alberta Transportation 2001)
was conducted on July 7, 2008.

Fish habitat characteristics were recorded at 6 transects

established in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook Trail crossing, at both the main channel and
the side channel (Figure 2). Transects were established starting at 0 m (T1) and working
downstream to 100 m (T2), 200 m (T3), 300 m (T4), 400 m (T5), and 600 m (T6). At the
proposed Popson Park crossing 9 transects were established and spaced evenly over 800 m,
starting at 0 m (T1) and working upstream to 100 m (T2), 200 m (T3), 300 m (T4), 400 m (T5),
500 m (T6), 600 m (T7), 700 m (T8), and 800 m (T9). The following physical information and
fish habitat measurements were recorded at each transect:

•

Channel and wetted widths (m);

•

Bed material including % fines (silts/clay/sand), % gravels, % cobbles and % boulders;

•

Bank stability, height (m), and slope (% gradient) and description of vegetation cover;
and,

•

Fish habitat (e.g., % riffles, % runs, and % pools).
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The following parameters were also assessed for each section of the unnamed watercourse
located between the transects:

•

Cover (%) including the presence of large woody debris, undercut banks, pools, side
channels and backwaters, and overstream and instream vegetation;

•

Obstructions (e.g., log jams, beaver dams, man-made barriers, etc.) and debris;

•

Crown closure; and,

•

Other areas of fisheries habitat concern.

Channel width, wetted width and bank height were measured with a laser range finder. Bed
material, bank stability, and fish habitat were estimated visually, while bank slopes were
measured using a clinometer where possible. Water quality (pH, temperature (oC), conductivity
(µS/cm), dissolved oxygen (mg/L), and turbidity (NTU)) was measured using an YSI multiparameter water quality meter and an Oakton turbidity meter. Representative photos were also
taken to record habitat types and channel and bank characteristics at each transect.

3.2.2 Wildlife
A reconnaissance-level wildlife survey was conducted on July 7, 2008 in conjunction with the
fish and fish habitat assessment. Visual observations of wildlife or their sign were recorded at
the same sampling locations used during the fisheries assessment (Figure 2) at each bridge
crossing location, and any special wildlife features such as nest sites, dens, and wildlife
movement corridors were noted. The availability and general quality of wildlife habitat in the
vicinity of the proposed bridge crossings was also assessed.
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Figure 2. Overview of habitat sampling locations at the proposed Chinook Trail and Popson
Park crossing locations on the Oldman River.
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4
4.0 EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
4.1 Fisheries
4.1.1 Historical Fisheries Information
A search of the FMIS database revealed that 26 fish species are known to occur in the Oldman
River in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook Trail and Popson Park crossings (Table 1) (T.
Clayton, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, personal communication).

The large-

bodied migratory fish species include brown trout, burbot, goldeye, lake sturgeon, lake whitefish,
longnose sucker, mountain sucker, mountain whitefish, mooneye, northern pike, quillback,
rainbow trout, sauger, shorthead redhorse, silver redhorse, walleye, and white sucker.

In

addition to the species listed in Table 1, 4 other species and a hybrid group are known to occur
downstream of the Oldman Dam that could potentially occur within the study area at any time
(T. Clayton, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, personal communication).

These

include bull trout, cutthroat trout, a cutthroat and rainbow trout hybrid, pearl dace, and yellow
perch. The ANHIC database also contained records of lake sturgeon, river shiner, and silver
redhorse in the vicinity of the proposed crossings (T. Kemper, Alberta Natural Heritage
Information Centre, personal communication).
Table 1. Fish species known to occur in the Oldman River within the Lethbridge Circulation
Roadways study area.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Common Name

Scientific Name

Brown trout
Brook stickleback
Burbot
Emerald shiner
Fathead minnow
Goldeye
Lake chub
Lake sturgeon
Lake whitefish
Longnose dace
Longnose sucker
Mountain sucker
Mountain whitefish

Salmo trutta
Culaea inconstans
Lota lota
Notropis atherinoides
Pimephales promelas
Hiodon alosoides
Couesius plumbeus
Acipenser fulvescens
Coregonus clupeaformis
Rhinichthys cataractae
Catostomus catostomus
Catostomus platyrhynchus
Coregonus williamsoni

Mooneye
Northern pike
Quillback
Rainbow trout
River shiner
Sauger
Shorthead redhorse
Silver redhorse
Spoonhead sculpin
Spottail shiner
Trout-perch
Walleye
White sucker

Hiodon tergisus
Esox lucius
Carpiodes cyprinus
Oncorhynchus mykiss
Notropis blennius
Sander canadensis
Moxostoma macrolepidotum
Moxostoma anisurum
Cottus ricei
Notropis hudsonius
Percopsis omiscomaycus
Sander vitreum
Catostomus commersoni
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4.1.2 Fish Habitat Assessment
4.1.2.1 Chinook Trail Crossing
4.1.2.1.1

Habitat Characteristics

The Oldman River in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook Trail crossing is a wide, sinuous
channel with well vegetated, stable banks, and a small side channel to the east that is
separated from the main river channel by Battleship Island. On the west side of the river, the
valley was steeply sloped, whereas the side channel on the east side of the river occupied a low
lying floodplain area (Photo 1). The main channel had a mean wetted width of 106 m and a
mean channel width of 116 m (Table 2). Riparian vegetation, which was characterized by
grasses, shrubs, and deciduous trees including willow, aspen, and cottonwood, was very well
developed on the island to the east (Photo 2). The riparian buffer on the west bank was much
narrower throughout most of the area sampled because of the steep valley slope adjacent to the
river. The channel substrates were comprised primarily of fines, although there were some
minor components of boulder and cobble materials. The channel was homogenous run habitat
with limited habitat structure available. Cover was provided primarily by deep water, with some
instream vegetation, large woody debris, and surface turbulence.

The west bank was

occasionally unstable due to the steep valley slope immediately adjacent to the river (Photo 3).
More detailed information regarding the fish habitat characteristics in this portion of the river is
summarized in Table 2.

Photo 1. View of the Oldman River valley at the proposed Chinook Trail bridge crossing
location. Note the steep slope of the west bank of the river in the foreground and the low lying
flood plain in the background.
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Photo 2. View of the east bank of the Oldman River main channel in the vicinity of the Chinook
Trail bridge crossing showing the well established riparian vegetation of the island.

Photo 3. View of the moderately unstable west bank on the main channel of the Oldman River.
Note the steep slope of the valley immediately adjacent to the river.
The side channel at the proposed Chinook Trail crossing was much smaller, with a mean wetted
and channel width of 9.5 m, and it was flowing at or near bank full depth at the time of
assessment (Photo 4). The riparian habitat in this area was very well developed, particularly on
Battleship Island (Photo 5). Both banks were stable throughout the proposed crossing area and
several sections of undercut bank contributed to the total available cover for fish. Overall, the
cover, which was rated as moderate, also included overhanging vegetation, woody debris, and
surface turbulence. The channel was predominantly characterized as run habitat, although
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several riffle sections were present as well. Substrates were characterized primarily by fines,
with some minor components of cobble.

Photo 4. Upstream (south) view of the Oldman River side channel at the proposed Chinook
Trail bridge crossing. Note the side channel is at bank full depth.

Photo 5. View of the west bank at the Oldman River side channel showing the well developed
riparian vegetation of Battleship Island.
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Table 2. Habitat characteristics of the Oldman River main channel and side channel at the proposed Chinook Trail bridge crossing in the City of Lethbridge, July 7 2008.
Parameter
UTM

T1a
12U 367562
5502770
Side channel 0 m

T2a
12U 367516
5502870
1
100 m d/s

T3a
12U 367438
5502939
200 m d/s

T4a
12U 367379
5503017
300 m d/s

T5a
12U 367311
5503091
400 m d/s

Transect Location
Stream Characteristics
Channel Width (m)
11
14
10
6
10
Wetted Width (m)
11
10
6
10
14
Substrate Composition
% Silt/Clay/Sand
100
100
80
80
100
% Gravel
% Cobble
20
20
% Boulder
Bank Characteristics
2
Bank Stability (Left, Right)
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
Bank Height (Left, Right) (m)
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
1.0
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.0
1.0
Bank Slope (Left, Right) (º)
5
5
60
15
60
60
70
70
80
40
Major Habitat Units
Cascade/Rapid (%)
Riffle (%)
75
Run (%)
100
100
100
25
100
Pool (%)
Impoundment (%)
Water Quality
Time of Day (24 Hr)
o
Water Temperature( C)
pH
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/l)
-1
Conductivity (μscm )
Turbidity (NTU)
Cover
Total cover (% of area)
10
10
25
10
10
Large Woody Debris (% of total)
50
Small Woody Debris (% of total)
10
25
Undercut Bank (% of total)
40
50
10
25
Instream Vegetation (% of total)
100
Overstream Vegetation (% of total)
40
50
10
65
Deep Water > 1m (% of total)
10
Turbulence (% of total)
5
10
1
Abbreviations: DS=Downstream; US=Upstream.
2
A qualitative scale for bank stability was used where H=highly unstable; M=moderately unstable; U=slightly unstable; S=stable.
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Transect Number
T6a
T1b
12U 367098
12U 367298
5503155
5502595
600 m d/s
Main channel 0 m

T2b
12U 367238
5502693
100 m d/s

T3b
12U 367171
5502778
200 m d/s

T4b
12U 367103
5502864
300 m d/s

T5b
12U 367041
5502954
400 m d/s

T6b
12U 366934
5503069
600 m d/s

6
6

135
130

110
99

115
99

110
105

110
103

114
100

100
-

100
-

95
5

100
-

80
10
10

100
-

100
-

S
0
0

S
0.5
60

M
1.1
60

S
0.5
30

S
0.5
10

S
0.5
10

S
0
5

S
0.5
30

S
0.2
0

S
1.0
60

M
1.0
40

S
1.2
60

S
1.0
40

S
1.0
50

25
50
25
-

100
-

20
80
-

100
-

100
-

100
-

100
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

30
25
25
25
25
-

20
70
20
10

20
20
80
-

20
100
-

20
100
-

30
20
80
-

20
10
80
10
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4.1.2.1.2

Habitat Assessment

The Oldman River main channel provided excellent habitat for migration and had good potential
as overwintering habitat.

Spawning habitat was considered to be moderate and would be

suitable for broadcast spawners such as sucker species, burbot, goldeye, mooneye, or some
forage species, as there were some areas of cobble and boulder. However, there were no
suitable areas for gravel spawners such as trout or whitefish and no spawning habitat for lake
sturgeon, walleye, sauger or pike. Rearing habitat was very limited and was rated poor as there
was very little instream structure and no slower backwater areas.
The habitat within the side channel was good overall, providing a higher potential for spawning
and rearing than the main channel. Both spawning and rearing habitat were considered to be
good, with woody debris, cobble riffles, instream vegetation and overhanging vegetation
providing good cover for rearing fish and habitat structure for spawning forage and coarse
species. There was some suitable instream and flooded terrestrial vegetation that could provide
adequate spawning habitat for pike, but there was limited habitat available for other sport fish
species. Migration potential within the side channel was rated good as there were no barriers to
movement observed within the study area.

The side channel did contain any suitable

overwintering habitat. Overall, no critical habitat features were identified in either the main
channel of the Oldman River or the side channel that would be considered critical for any fish
species.
4.1.2.2 Popson Park Crossing
4.1.2.2.1

Habitat Characteristics

Fish habitat in the vicinity of the proposed Popson Park crossing consisted primarily of
homogenous run habitat, characteristic of large rivers although there were some riffle and pool
habitats identified upstream of the proposed bridge crossing location. The banks were stable
and well vegetated throughout the area surveyed, except on the east bank upstream of the
proposed bridge crossing location. The valley sloped steeply upwards from the edge of the
river, creating several areas of moderate instability with slopes approaching 90o (Photo 6). The
east bank at the proposed crossing location was stable and the adjacent valley slope had a
much lower gradient than upstream areas (Photo 7). The west bank ranged in height from 0 m
to 2.0 m, while the east bank ranged from 0.2 m to 4.0 m (Table 3).
Riparian vegetation on the east bank was sparse due to the steep slope of the bank and was
characterized primarily by grasses.

The west bank had a more developed riparian zone,

including grasses, shrubs, willow, and cottonwood (Photo 8). The riparian zone of the west
bank extended approximately 20 m from the edge of the river and then transitioned to an open
grassy area of low relief. The channel ranged in width from 110 m to 162 m, while the wetted
width ranged from 106 m to 130 m. Substrates were primarily composed of fines, with minor
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components of gravel and cobble. Deep water was the primary source of cover, although
instream and overhanging vegetation also contributed significantly. More detailed information
regarding the fish habitat characteristics in this section of the Oldman River is summarized in
Table 3.

Photo 6. View of the east bank upstream from the proposed Popson Park crossing of the
Oldman River. Note the moderate instability of the river bank.

Photo 7. View of the east bank at the proposed crossing location, showing the low gradient of
the adjacent valley slope.
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Table 3. Habitat characteristics of the Oldman River at the proposed Popson Park bridge crossing in the City of Lethbridge, July 7 2008.
Parameter
UTM

T1
12U 366202
5500735
0m

T2
12U 366162
5500639
1
100 m u/s

T3
12U 366121
5500541
200 m u/s

T4
12U 366079
5500440
300 m u/s

Transect Number
T5
12U 366042
5500339
400 m u/s

Transect Location
Stream Characteristics
Channel Width (m)
131
123
125
110
123
Wetted Width (m)
120
112
106
118
111
Substrate Composition
% Silt/Clay/Sand
70
80
100
70
60
% Gravel
20
10
10
30
% Cobble
10
10
20
10
% Boulder
Bank Characteristics
2
Bank Stability (Left, Right)
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
Bank Height (Left, Right) (m)
0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0
0.3
0
1.1
0.1
2.0
Bank Slope (Left, Right) (º)
0
20
20
40
0
30
0
60
10
60
Major Habitat Units
Cascade/Rapid (%)
Riffle (%)
20
40
Run (%)
100
80
100
100
60
Pool (%)
Impoundment (%)
Water Quality
Time of Day (24 Hr)
1400
o
Water Temperature( C)
24.13
pH
8.61
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/l)
7.53
-1
Conductivity (μscm )
204
Turbidity (NTU)
57.0
Cover
Total cover (% of area)
30
25
20
30
30
Large Woody Debris (% of total)
Small Woody Debris (% of total)
Undercut Bank (% of total)
Instream Vegetation (% of total)
10
10
30
10
10
Overstream Vegetation (% of total)
10
70
10
10
Deep Water > 1m (% of total)
60
60
80
70
Turbulence (% of total)
20
20
20
1
Abbreviations: DS=Downstream; US=Upstream.
2
A qualitative scale for bank stability was used where H=highly unstable; M=moderately unstable; U=slightly unstable; S=stable.
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T6
12U 366013
5500236
500 m u/s

T7
12U 365975
5500132
600 m u/s

T8
12U 365926
5500041
700 m u/s

T9
12U 365873
5499950
800 m u/s

127
112

162
130

135
130

117
112

60
20
15
5

60
30
10
-

60
30
10
-

80
20
-

S
2.0
5

M
4.0
70

S
1.1
20

M
2.0
90

S
0.5
10

S
2.0
40

S
0.3
20

M
3.0
80

15
10
70
5
-

70
30
-

100
-

100
-

-

-

-

-

30
10
20
10
40
20

20
10
70
20

20
90
10

20
10
80
10
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Photo 8. Upstream view of the west bank of the Oldman River showing riparian vegetation and
stability.
4.1.2.2.2

Habitat Assessment

Fish habitat in the vicinity of the proposed Popson Park bridge crossing was rated as good
overall. The Oldman River provides an excellent migration route for large-bodied migratory fish,
including lake sturgeon, which may need to travel great distances to find suitable spawning or
overwintering habitats. There were no barriers to migration noted within the area surveyed.
Spawning habitat in this area was considered to be moderate as there were limited deposits of
gravel and cobble that could potentially provide habitat for walleye, sucker, whitefish, or forage
fish species.

No suitable spawning habitat for various trout species or lake sturgeon was

observed in the vicinity of the proposed crossing location.

Rearing habitat was also rated

moderate as there was limited instream structure available to provide cover and few areas of
slower water. The potential for overwintering was considered to be good since there appeared
to be many areas of deeper water that would not freeze to the substrate during the winter.
Overall, fish habitat was considered good for many species, but there were no habitat features
identified which would be considered critical for any fish species.

4.2 Wildlife Habitat
4.2.1 Wildlife Presence
4.2.1.1 Avifauna
The Lethbridge area supports a wide variety of birds, including species dependent on open
country (grassland), shrubland, deciduous forest, riparian areas, and wetlands (Appendix 1). A
review of species range maps indicated that up to 230 species of birds could occur in the region
as either spring/summer breeders, spring/fall migrants or winter visitors (Fisher and Acorn 1998)
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(Appendix 1). Breeding bird atlas surveys have identified 168 species of birds in the region
(excluding accidentals and vagrants; Semenchuk 2007), while North American Breeding Bird
Surveys have documented 68 species (Sauer et al. 2008) (Appendix 1). Although the highest
abundance of species occurs during the spring breeding, summer, and fall migrating periods, 31
species of birds have been identified over-wintering in the Lethbridge area during Christmas
Bird Counts (Sauer et al. 1996) (Appendix 1).
4.2.1.2 Amphibians
Four species of amphibians may occur in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook Trail and Popson
Park bridge crossing locations including the tiger salamander, northern leopard frog, boreal
chorus frog and plains spadefoot toad (Russell and Bauer 1993, Wagner 1997, Lauzon 1999).
Boreal chorus frogs exhibit a broad preference for wetland habitat types, breeding in almost any
body of water, both shallow and deep (Russell and Bauer 1993).
Similarly, tiger salamanders are widely distributed in the southern half of the province,
occupying a variety of habitats, including short-grass prairie. Tiger salamanders are often found
near ponds, small lakes or dugouts, and often occupy subterranean burrows (Russell and Bauer
1993).
Northern leopard frogs are known to use warm, shallow permanent and semi-permanent bodies
of water for breeding while overwintering in deeper, well-oxygenated water in springs, streams,
lakes and ponds (Wagner 1997). The distribution of northern leopard frogs in Alberta has
declined greatly since the early 1980s (Wagner 1997).

Several breeding populations were

recorded in the Lethbridge area prior to 1981; however, leopard frogs have not been reported at
these locations in recent years (Wagner 1997, Lethbridge Naturalists Society 1998).
Plains spadefoot toads are distributed throughout the south-eastern portion of Alberta and have
been observed in the Lethbridge area (Lethbridge Naturalists Society 1998). Non-breeding
habitats for this species are generally dry and characterized by sandy, gravelly or sandy loam
soils, while breeding occurs in wetland habitats that are mostly temporary in nature, and are
characterized by variable vegetative cover (Lauzon 1999).
4.2.1.3 Reptiles
Several species of reptiles could potentially occur in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook Trail
and Popson Park bridge crossing locations including the prairie rattlesnake, plains garter snake,
wandering garter snake and bull snake (Russell and Bauer 1993, Lethbridge Naturalists Society
1998). These species are broadly distributed in southern Alberta and all have been reported in
the Lethbridge area (L. Dube, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, personal
communication; Russell and Bauer 1993). Prairie rattlesnakes are associated with a variety of
habitat types, including river and coulee bottoms, badlands, sage flats and open short-grass
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prairie (Watson and Russell 1997). A critical component of their habitat is the availability of
hibernacula, which are used to survive long, cold winters. Hibernacula are generally located on
south-facing slopes that provide maximum solar warmth and minimum wind exposure. Bull
snakes frequently occur in areas of sandy soils, and are observed often in areas with rock piles
and boulders, while both the wandering garter snake and plains garter snake frequently occur
near water, including streams, lakes, ponds, marshes, ditches or dugouts (Russell and Bauer
1993).
4.2.1.4 Mammals
The Lethbridge region supports a large number of mammals including 3 species of shrews, 7
species of bats, 2 species of hares, 14 species of rodents (porcupine, mice, voles, beaver,
gophers, marmots and squirrels), 9 species of carnivores (coyote, fox, racoon, weasels, skunk,
badger and bobcat), and 3 species of hoofed animals (deer and pronghorn) (Table 4). The
habitats occupied by mammals are diverse and range from dry semi-desert sandhills and
grasslands to wetlands and riparian cottonwood communities (Table 4). White-tailed deer and
mule deer are the largest and perhaps most conspicuous mammal species in the vicinity of the
both bridge crossing locations. Densities are highest in the river valley and adjacent coulees,
especially in areas with continuous poplar forests (Bradley et al. 1991).

In contrast, deer

densities are generally much lower in agriculture areas that have little or no protective
vegetative cover.

4.2.2 Wildlife Habitat
4.2.2.1 Chinook Trail Bridge Crossing
Wildlife habitat in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook Trail crossing location was considered to
be good overall, particularly on Battleship Island between the main channel and the side
channel. The valley on the west side of the river was steeply sloped and thus the riparian zone
was very narrow and poorly developed. Riparian vegetation on the west side of the river valley
was composed primarily of grasses, shrubs, aspen, and willow.

No trees larger than pole

saplings were noted. Beaver and muskrat activity was noted throughout the area although none
were observed. Numerous deer and coyote tracks were observed throughout riparian zone and
adjacent grassy hillside.

The area also contained numerous deer beds (Photo 9).

Visual

observations of deer and several coyotes were recorded in the surrounding hillside, including
white-tailed deer and mule deer (Photo 10). The brush filled coulees running up the valley
perpendicular to the river provided the best habitat on the west side of the river. These coulees
provided good cover and browse for deer. Few birds heard or observed on the west side of the
river, which is likely related to the lack of a well-developed riparian zone.
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Table 4. Mammal species that could potentially occur in the Lethbridge area.
Habitat 1

Species
Masked shrew
Prairie shrew

Meadows, uplands, coniferous, deciduous and mixed forests.
Arid grasslands, meadows, shrubby areas, parkland.

Dusky shrew

Arid grasslands, damp meadows, bogs, areas with dense cover.

Little brown bat

Urban areas, forests.

Long-eared bat

Forested areas near rocky outcrops or badland areas.

Long-legged bat

Coniferous forests near water as well as rocky outcrops.

Western-small footed bat

Arid and prairie regions, riverbanks, rocky outcrops.

Silver-haired bat

Forested areas, roosts in woodpecker holes and behind bark.

Big brown bat

Forested areas, urban areas.

Hoary bat

Open grassy areas in coniferous and deciduous forests.

Nuttall’s (mountain) cottontail

Shrubby areas, edge habitats, river bottomlands, rocky areas.

White-tailed jack rabbit

Open grasslands and meadows, occasionally open woods.

Yellow-bellied marmot

Rocky outcrops, coulees, valley bottoms.

Richardson’s ground squirrel

Prairies, meadows and pastures.

Northern pocket gopher

Native grasslands, hay meadows and other dry fields.

Beaver

Sloughs, rivers, creeks and lakes with nearby trees.

Deer mouse

Prairie grasslands, shrubby areas, forests.

Northern grasshopper mouse

Open habitats, grasslands and shrublands with sandy soil.

Bushy-tailed woodrat

Rocky outcrops, shrubby areas in the prairies.

Meadow vole

Open, grassy moist meadows in open and forested areas.

Sagebrush vole

Arid grassland regions and sagebrush flats.

Muskrat

Sloughs, marshes and streams with cattails and rushes.

House mouse

Urban areas and nearby fields and prairies.

Western jumping mouse

Moist meadows bordered by shrubs or along streams.

Porcupine

Mixed forests, wooded riparian areas.

Coyote

Open grasslands, parkland and dense forests.

Red fox

Open habitats interspersed with brushy areas.

Racoon

Open wooded areas near steams, lakes and ponds.

Least weasel

Short-grass prairies, aspen parkland and northern forests.

Long-tailed weasel

Grasslands, parkland and open coniferous forest.

Mink

Around the margins of lakes, creeks, rivers and marshes.

Badger

Open grasslands, parkland and riparian meadows.

Striped skunk

Open grasslands, brushlands, open forests.

Bobcat

Forested areas and shrubby areas in coulees.

Mule deer

River valleys, coulees, sandhills and open forests.

White-tailed deer

Deciduous forests with open areas, riparian forests.

Pronghorn

Open grasslands, grassy brushlands, semi-desert areas.

1
2
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Photo 9. Deer bed observed on the west side of the Oldman River valley at the proposed
Chinook Trail bridge crossing.

Photo 10. Mule deer doe (background) on the west side of the Oldman River valley at the
Chinook Trail bridge crossing.
Battleship Island was located between the main channel of the Oldman River and a smaller side
channel to the east. This island was heavily vegetated and provided excellent habitat for many
wildlife species, particularly breeding birds. Numerous bird species were heard and observed
including white-throated sparrow, Tennessee warbler, yellow warbler, mourning dove, dark-eyed
junco, American redstart, red-eyed vireo, black-billed magpie, red-winged blackbird, great
horned owl, and red-tailed hawk. Vegetation on the island was well developed and appeared to
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be relatively unfragmented (Photo 11). Very good riparian habitat was also present east of the
side channel.
In contrast to the west bank of the main channel, the valley was not steeply sloped on the east
bank of the side channel at the proposed crossing location (Photo 12). Instead, this area was
characterized by a low-lying floodplain with a broad riparian zone, particularly north of the
crossing location, which extended to the base of the hills. Much of the riparian zone to the north
had been cleared to accommodate a golf course; however, there was still a significant riparian
area intact adjacent to the river. There were also several well used walking trails adjacent to the
river and the side channel. This area provided very good habitat for many species of birds,
similar to Battleship Island on the opposite bank of the side channel.

Several deer were

observed and the area contained abundant sign including tracks, pellet groups, and beds.
Muskrat and large and small shorebird tracks were also abundant in the mud adjacent to the
side channel (Photo 13).

Photo 11. Riparian habitat on Battleship Island, located between the Oldman River main
channel and side channel.

4.2.3 Popson Park Crossing
The riparian zone at the proposed Popson Park crossing was narrow on both sides of the
Oldman River. On the east side, upstream (south) of the crossing, the valley sloped steeply
upwards immediately adjacent to the river, leaving little room for riparian vegetation (Photo 14).
Downstream (north) of the proposed crossing location, the area adjacent to the river was a
broad, low plain; however, there was still very little riparian vegetation present aside from
grasses (Photos 7 and 15). On the west side of the river, a narrow riparian zone of grasses,
shrubs, willows, and cottonwoods was present, followed by a broad, flat grassy area roughly
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200 m to 350 m wide, which was then followed by the steep grassy hills of the valley.
Numerous deer tracks were noted throughout the riparian zone, but no deer were observed
during the field site inspection. The surrounding hills would also provide good habitat for deer
and coyotes, although there were fewer brush filled coulees at this crossing location.

Photo 12. View of the east bank of the side channel at the proposed crossing location showing
the broad, low sloped and well vegetated riparian zone.

Photo 13. Muskrat and shore bird tracks were abundant in the mud on the east bank of the
Oldman River side channel, near the proposed Chinook Trail bridge crossing location.
The dry valley hills surrounding the Popson Park crossing location are also known to provide
excellent habitat for prairie rattlesnakes. This species has very specific over-wintering habitat
requirements to survive the cold winters experienced this far north in its range. Hibernacula are
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typically located on the south-facing slope of a river valley to provide maximum solar insulation
and protection from the wind (Watson and Russel 1997). These may be associated with slump
blocks, meander scarps, subterranean water channels, rock outcrops, or abandoned mammal
burrows. The Popson Park area provides a very good combination of these requirements and
several hibernacula are known to occur in the immediate vicinity of the proposed crossing (L.
Dube, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, personal communication), although no
snakes or hibernacula observed during the field site inspection.

Photo 14. South view of the Oldman River east bank upstream of the proposed Popson Park
crossing, showing the steeply sloped valley and narrow riparian zone.

Photo 15. North view of the east bank of the Oldman River showing the proposed Popson Park
crossing location at the right of the photo. Note the narrow riparian zone.
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4.3 Rare Plants
A number of rare plant species have been identified in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook Trail
and Popson Park bridge crossing locations. Data on the occurrence of rare plants, including
rare plant communities, was obtained from the Alberta Natural Heritage Information Centre (T.
Kemper, Alberta Natural Heritage Information Centre, personal communication; ANHIC 2008).
Species and communities are ranked on a scale of 1 to 5 using a system developed by the
Nature Conservancy. The rating scheme is based on the number of occurrences of a given
species / community and the total area (ha) of a community. Rare plants that have been
identified in the vicinity of the proposed bridge crossing locations are identified in Table 5 (T.
Kemper, Alberta Natural Heritage Information Centre, personal communication).
Table 5. Rare plant species that have been identified in the vicinity of the proposed Chinook
Trail and Popson Park bridge crossing locations.
Common Name
Clammyweed
Common tickseed
Desert firedot lichen
Greenthread
Picradeniopsis
Red three-awn
Shrubby evening-primrose
Small baby-blue-eyes
Small-flowered hawk’s beard
Soap weed
Spreading yellow cress
Water speedwell
Waterpod
Whitlow-grass

Ranking 1

Scientific Name

S2
S2S3
S2
S1
S1
S1
S2
S1S2
S2
S1
S1
S2S3
S2
S1S2

Polanisia dodecandra
Coreopsis tinctoria
Caloplaca trachyphylla
Thelesperma subnudum var marginatum
Picradeniopsis oppositifolia
Aristida purpurea var longiseta
Calylophus serrulatus
Nemophila breviflora
Crepis occidentalis
Yucca glauca
Rorippa sinuata
Veronica catenata
Ellisia nyctelea
Draba reptans

1

Ranking codes: S1 = ≤ 5 occurrences or very few remaining hectares; S2 = 6 – 20 occurrences or few remaining hectares; 21 –
100 occurrences, may be rare or abundant in a restricted range; S4 = apparently secure globally, but may be rare in parts of range;
S5 = demonstrably secure globally, but may be rare in parts of range. Ranks may be combined to indicate a range (e.g., S2S3 = 6 –
100 occurrences).

Rare plant communities have been identified within the Grassland Natural Region (ANHIC
2008) but no specific information is available for the study area. Plant communities that could
potentially occur in the vicinity of the crossings are listed in Table 6 (ANHIC 2008).
Table 6. Rare plant communities identified in the Grassland Natural Region of Alberta that
could potentially occur in the study area.
Common Group Name
Manitoba maple / choke cherry
Round-leaved hawthorn / cow
parsnip – common nettle – western
Canada violet
Silverberry / western wheat grass

Scientific Name

Ranking1

Acer negundo / Prunus
virginiana
Crataegus rotundifolia /
Heracleum lanatum – Urtica
dioica – Viola canadensis
Elaeagnus commutata /
Pascopyrum smithii

S1S2
S1S2
S3

Location
Found in coulees and on protected
slopes.
Found along small drainages on
south facing slopes in the
Mixedgrass Natural Subregion.
A small patch community.
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Common Group Name

Scientific Name

Ranking1

Nebraska sedge

Carex nebrascensis

S2

Fowl manna grass

Glyceria striata

SU

Common mare’s-tail – white water
crowfoot – water-starwort

Hippuris vulgaris –
Rununculus circinatus –
Callitriche sp.

SU

Water smartweed

Polygonum amphibium

SU

Widgeon grass

Ruppia cirrhoso

S2

Little bluestem – sand grass

Schizachyrium scoparium –
Calamovilfa longifolia

S2

Samphire

Salicornia europaea

S2

Nevada bulrush – (seaside arrowgrass)

Scirpus nevadensis –
(Triglochin maritima)

S2S3

Alkali cord grass – (western wheat
grass)

Spartina gracilis –
(Pascopyrum smithii)

S2S3

Seaside arrow grass

Triglochin maritima

S2?

Location
A community of the Mixedgrass
Natural Subregion, forms extensive,
pure colonies along stream shores
and in alkali seepage areas.
Found along slightly alkaline
seepage springs.
An aquatic community of standing
water, forms dense populations
along creeks.
Occurs as an aquatic community of
pure type.
An aquatic community characteristic
of hypersaline ponds.
Found in the Mixed Grass Natural
Subregion on barren slopes east of
the Porcupine Hills.
Typically found at the edge of nonvegetated mudflats in hypersaline
marshes.
A saline emergent marsh restricted
to sandy shores.
A saline dry meadow that typically
occurs on open sandy sites; may be
associated with slightly alkaline
seepage springs.
A saline emergent marsh typically
found on fine sand to sandy clay
type.

1

Ranking codes: S1 = ≤ 5 occurrences or very few remaining hectares; S2 = 6 – 20 occurrences or few remaining hectares; 21 –
100 occurrences, may be rare or abundant in a restricted range; S4 = apparently secure globally, but may be rare in parts of range;
S5 = demonstrably secure globally, but may be rare in parts of range; SU = status is uncertain. Ranks may be combined to indicate
a range (e.g., S2S3 = 6 – 100 occurrences).

4.4 Species of Concern
Rare and sensitive species are identified at both the provincial and national levels. Ranking
schemes used in Alberta by Alberta Sustainable Resource Development (ASRD 2005) and
across Canada by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC
2009) and the Species at Risk Public Registry (2009) are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7. Federal (COSEWIC) and provincial (ASRD) designations for species at risk.

Provincial

Federal

Status
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Rank
Endangered
Threatened
Special Concern
Not at Risk
Data Deficient
At Risk
May be at Risk
Sensitive
Secure
Undetermined

Definition
Facing imminent extirpation or extinction.
Likely to become endangered if limiting factors are not reversed.
Particularly sensitive to human activities or natural events.
Evaluated and found not to be at risk.
Insufficient scientific information is available to support status designation.
Designated as “Endangered” or “Threatened” after formal status assessment.
Candidates for detailed risk assessment because of potential risk of extirpation.
Require special attention or protection to prevent from becoming at risk.
Not considered “At Risk”, “May be at Risk”, or “Sensitive”.
Insufficient Information, knowledge or data available for status evaluation.
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A number of rare or sensitive species may occur, or are known to occur, in the study area
(Table 8). Fifteen species (12 birds, 2 fish, and 1 amphibian) have been listed by COSEWIC
(2009), including 4 “Endangered” species (piping plover, burrowing owl, red knot, and lake
sturgeon) and 6 “Threatened” species (peregrine falcon, ferruginous hawk, common nighthawk,
loggerhead shrike, Sprague’s pipit, and cutthroat trout). Only 7 of these species have received
a status listing under the Species at Risk Act (SARA; 2009), including 2 “Endangered” species
(piping plover and burrowing owl) and 2 “Threatened” species (loggerhead shrike and Sprague’s
pipit).
In contrast, 69 species have been listed by Alberta Sustainable Resource Development (ASRD
2000). The majority of these species are listed as “Sensitive”; however, 7 species are listed as
“At Risk” (northern leopard frog, ferruginous hawk, peregrine falcon, piping plover, burrowing
owl, lake sturgeon, and cutthroat trout) and 9 others as “May be at Risk” (long-tailed weasel,
plains spadefoot toad, praire rattlesnake, spoonhead sculpin, Clark’s grebe, red knot, Baird’s
sparrow, long-billed curlew, and short-eared owl).
Table 8. Rare and sensitive species potentially occurring in the vicinity of the proposed
Chinook Trail and Popson Park bridge crossing locations on provincial and national status
listings (ASRD 2005, COSEWIC 2009, SARA 2009).
Group

Fish

Mammals

Amphibians
Reptiles

Birds

Species
Lake sturgeon
Cutthroat trout
Bull trout
Sauger
Spoonhead sculpin
Western small-footed bat
Silver-haired bat
Hoary bat
American badger
Long-tailed weasel
Bobcat
Pronghorn
Plains spadefoot toad
Northern leopard frog
Bull snake
Wandering garter snake
Plains garter snake
Prairie rattlesnake
Pied-billed grebe
Horned grebe
Western grebe
Clark’s grebe
American white pelican
Green-winged teal
American bittern
Great blue heron
Black-crowned night heron
White-faced ibis
White-winged scoter
Osprey
Bald eagle

Provincial Listing

COSEWIC Listing

SARA Listing

At Risk
At Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
May Be at Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
May Be at Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
May Be at Risk
At Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
May Be at Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
May Be at Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive

Endangered
Threatened
-

Special Concern
-

Special Concern
-
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Group

Species
Northern harrier
Northern goshawk
Broad-winged hawk
Swainson’s hawk
Ferruginous hawk
Golden eagle
Peregrine falcon
Prairie falcon
Sharp-tailed grouse
Sora
Yellow rail
Sandhill crane
Piping plover
Black-necked stilt
Upland sandpiper
Long-billed curlew
Caspian tern
Forster’s tern
Black tern
Burrowing owl
Short-eared owl
Rusty blackbird
Baltimore oriole
Common nighthawk
Least flycatcher
Eastern phoebe
Barn swallow
Purple martin
Red knot
Sedge wren
Loggerhead shrike
Sprague’s pipit
Western tanager
Common yellowthroat
Brewer’s sparrow
Baird’s sparrow
Grasshopper sparrow
Bobolink

Provincial Listing

COSEWIC Listing

SARA Listing

Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
At Risk
Sensitive
At Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Undetermined
Sensitive
At Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
At Risk
May be at risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
May Be at Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
Sensitive
May Be at Risk
Sensitive
Sensitive

Threatened
Threatened
Special Concern
Endangered
Special Concern
Endangered
Special Concern
Special Concern
Threatened
Endangered
Threatened
Threatened
-

Special Concern1
Special Concern
Endangered
Special Concern
Endangered
1
Special Concern
Threatened
Threatened
-

1

These species have been listed under Schedule 3 because they were assessed prior to 1999 and must be reassessed by
COSEWIC using revised standards before they can be assigned to the official list of Species at Risk.

Although listed as potentially occurring in the vicinity of the both proposed bridge crossings,
several rare bird species occur primarily as migrants (e.g., peregrine falcon) and likely occur
infrequently in the study area. Other species, such as the northern leopard frog, have not been
observed in the study area for some time, although suitable habitat still exists. Consequently,
concerns over potential effects of bridge and roadway development on these species may be
less.
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5
5.0 ASSESSMENT OF BRIDGE CROSSING OPTIONS
Based on the assessment of fish, wildlife, and vegetation resources in the vicinity of the
proposed crossing locations, both options have important issues that would need to be
addressed prior to construction. The primary concern at the Chinook Trail crossing is the
potential loss of important, high quality riparian habitat used by wildlife for foraging, cover, and
as a movement corridor. As well, the proposed culvert crossing on the side channel of the
Oldman River would likely impact fish passage and result in a loss of fish habitat. At the
Popson Park crossing the primary concern is the presence of critical prairie rattlesnake
overwintering habitat. There are several hibernacula known to exist in the immediate vicinity of
the proposed crossing area (L. Dube, Personal Communication).
The high sensitivity of the rattlesnake hibernacula in the vicinity of Popson Park is considered to
be a significant environmental constraint for this proposed crossing option. Therefore, the
Chinook Trail crossing would be the preferred option, although there will likely be more
mitigation and habitat compensation required for this site to minimize the effects on vegetation,
fish and wildlife than at the Popson Park crossing . Regardless of which option is selected
however, a detailed baseline inventory and assessment will need to be conducted to ensure that
the effects of the proposed highway crossing on the aquatic and terrestrial environments are
properly mitigated.
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6
6.0 CLOSURE
This report was prepared by Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd. for the City of Lethbridge
and AECOM.

The material in it reflects Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd.’s best

judgement in light of the information available to it at the time of preparation. Any use which a
third party makes of this report, or any reliance on or decisions made based on it, are the
responsibilities of such third parties.

Westworth Associates Environmental Ltd. accepts no

responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or
actions based on this report.
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9.0 APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Bird species observed or potentially occurring in the Chinook Trail and Popson
Creek bridge crossing locations (accidental / vagrant species excluded).
Occurrence Data Source
Species
American white pelican
Double-crested cormorant
Great blue heron
Black-crowned night heron
Canada goose
Mallard
Green-winged teal
Redhead
White-winged scoter
Bufflehead
Common goldeneye
Hooded merganser
Red-breasted merganser
Common merganser
Osprey
Bald eagle
Northern harrier
Sharp-shinned hawk
Cooper’s hawk
Northern goshawk
Broad-winged hawk
Swainson’s hawk
Red-tailed hawk
Ferruginous hawk
Rough-legged hawk
Golden eagle
American kestrel
Merlin
Prairie falcon
Peregrine falcon
Gyrfalcon
Gray partridge
Ring-necked pheasant
Sharp-tailed grouse
Yellow rail
Virginia rail
Sora
American coot
Sandhill crane
Black-bellied plover
American golden-plover
Semipalmated plover

1

Activity

Range
Map2

Bird
Atlas3

BBS

Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
Br
M
Br
W
M
Br
Br
Br
M, W
Br
Br
Br
Br
M
W
Y
Y
Y
M
M
Br
Br
M
M
M
M

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

CBC

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√

General Habitat 6

5

√

√
√
√
√
√
√

4

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Large lakes or rivers.
Large lakes or rivers.
Rivers, lakes and marshes
Small lakes, rivers and marshes
Lakeshores, rivers, ponds, and fields
Lakes, wetlands, rivers, fields, urban parks
Shallow lakes, wetlands and ponds, rivers
Large wetlands, lakes and rivers
Large deep lakes and slow rivers
Wooded ponds, lakes and rivers
Ponds, lakes and rivers
Forested ponds, lakes and rivers
Lakes and large rivers
Large rivers and deep lakes
Lakes and slow-flowing rivers and streams
Large lakes and rivers
Open country fields and meadows
Dense to semi-open forests
Mixedwood forests, riparian areas
Mature forests and forest edges
Boreal forest, especially deciduous forest
Open fields, grasslands and agricultural areas
Open country with some fields
Open grasslands, badlands and croplands
Open grasslands, fields and meadows
Open and semi-open areas, badlands, alpine
Open fields, forest edges, agricultural areas
Mixed and coniferous forests
Open areas, river canyons and valleys
Lakeshores, river valleys, open fields
Open and semi-open areas, fields, wetlands
Grasslands and agricultural areas
Grasslands, shrublands and agricultural areas
Open habitats, grassland, fields, shrubs
Cattail marshes
Cattail and bulrush marshes
Wetlands with abundant emergent vegetation
Shallow marshes, ponds and wetlands
Fields, wetlands, mudflats and shorelines
Fields, meadows, mudflats and lakeshores
Fields, meadows, mudflats and lakeshores
Sandy beaches, lakeshores, mudflats
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Occurrence Data Source
Species
Piping plover
Killdeer
Black-necked stilt
American avocet
Greater yellowlegs
Lesser yellowlegs
Solitary sandpiper
Willet
Spotted sandpiper
Upland sandpiper
Whimbrel
Long-billed curlew
Hudsonian godwit
Marbled godwit
Ruddy turnstone
Red knot
Sanderling
Semipalmated sandpiper
Least sandpiper
White-rumped sandpiper
Baird’s sandpiper
Pectoral sandpiper
Stilt sandpiper
Short-billed dowitcher
Long-billed dowitcher
Common snipe
Wilson’s phalarope
Red-necked phalarope
Franklin’s gull
Bonaparte’s gull
Ring-billed gull
California gull
Herring gull
Caspian tern
Common tern
Forster’s tern
Black tern
Rock dove
Mourning dove
Black-billed cuckoo
Great horned owl
Snowy owl
Burrowing owl
Long-eared owl
Short-eared owl
Northern saw-whet owl
Common nighthawk
Ruby-throated hummingbird
Belted kingfisher
Yellow-bellied sapsucker
Downy woodpecker
Hairy woodpecker
Northern flicker
Olive-sided flycatcher
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M
Br
Br
Br
M
M
M
Br
Br
Br
M
Br
M
Br
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
Br
Br
M
Br
M
Br
Br
M
M
Br
M
Br
Y
Br
Br
Y
W
Br
Br
Y
M
Br
M
Br
M
Y
Y
Br
M

Range
2
Map

Bird
Atlas3

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

BBS4

CBC5

√

√
√
√

√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√
√
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Sandy beaches and open lakeshores
Open ground, fields, beaches, meadows
Marshy lakes and ponds, mudflats
Lakeshores, alkaline wetlands, mudflats
Wetlands, lake and river shorelines
Shorelines of lakes, rivers and ponds
Meadows, lagoons, muddy ponds
Shores of marshes, wet fields and lakes
Shorelines of ponds, rovers, marshes, lakes
Hayfields, ungrazed pastures and grasslands
Farmlands, lakeshores and grassy fields
Short-grass prairie, fields, pastures
Wet fields, marshes and lakeshores
Muddy shorelines of lakes, wet meadows
Shores of lakes, marshes and reservoirs
Lakeshores, marshes and cultivated fields
Shores of lakes, reservoirs and marshes
Mudflats and shorelines of ponds and lakes
Beaches, lakeshores, mudflats, wetland edges
Shores of lakes, marshes and reservoirs
Sandy beaches, mudflats, wetland edges
Lakeshores, marshes and mudflats
Shores of lakes, reservoirs and marshes
Shores of lakes, reservoirs and marshes
Along lakeshores, marshes and mudflats
Marshes, sedge meadows, bogs, fens
Open water, ponds, meadows, marshes
Open water, ponds and lakes
Fields, marshlands, meadows, and lakes
Large lakes, rivers and marshlands
Lakes, rivers, fields and parks
Large lakes, wetlands and farmlands
Large lakes, wetlands, rivers, parks
Shorelines, large lakes, wetlands and rivers
Large lakes, open wetlands, slow rivers
Lakes, cattail marshes, backwaters
Shallow marshes, sloughs and lake edges
Urban areas, agricultural areas, cliffs
Open woodlands, forest edges, riparian areas
Dense woodlands, shrubland, riparian area
Mixedwood forests, agricultural areas
Open country, crop lands, prairies
Open grasslands and shrublands, prairies
Dense mixedwood forest, tall shrublands
Open country, grassland, meadows
Coniferous, deciduous and mixed forests
Open forests, meadows, badlands, grasslands
Open aspen forests, parks and gardens
Large rivers, streams, lakes and ponds
Deciduous and mixedwood forests
All woodlands and tall deciduous shrubs
Aspen, spruce and mixed forests
Open mixedwood forests, edges, fields
Mature riparian forests, burnt over areas
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Occurrence Data Source
Species

Activity1

Western wood-pewee
Yellow-bellied flycatcher
Alder flycatcher
Least flycatcher
Eastern phoebe
Western kingbird
Say’s phoebe
Eastern kingbird
Northern shrike
Loggerhead shrike
Blue-headed vireo
Warbling vireo
Philadelphia vireo
Red-eyed vireo
Blue jay
Black-billed magpie
American crow
Common raven
Horned lark
Purple marten
Tree swallow
Violet-green swallow
Northern rough-winged swallow
Bank swallow
Barn swallow
Cliff swallow
Black-capped chickadee
Red-breasted nuthatch
White-breasted nuthatch
Rock wren
House wren
Winter wren
Sedge wren
Marsh wren
Golden-crowned kinglet
Ruby-crowned kinglet
Mountain bluebird
Townsend’s solitaire
Veery
Swainson’s thrush
Hermit thrush
American robin
European starling
Gray catbird
Northern mockingbird
Brown thrasher
American pipit
Sprague’s pipit
Bohemian waxwing
Cedar waxwing
Tennessee warbler
Orange-crowned warbler
Yellow warbler
Magnolia warbler

Br
M
M
Br
M
Br
Br
Br
W
Br
M
Br
M
Br
Br
Y
Br
Y
Br
M
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Y
Y
Y
Br
Br
M
M
Br
W
M
Br
M
Br
M
M
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
M
Br
W
Br
M
M
M
M

Range
2
Map

Bird
Atlas3

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

BBS4

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

General Habitat 6

CBC5

Open deciduous or riparian forests
Coniferous and mixedwood forests
Wet shrub edges, streamside vegetation
Aspen forests and alder and willow thickets
Forest edges, riparian areas
Open areas, cottonwood stands
Open and shrubby areas, near cliffs
Open and shrubby areas, riparian areas
Shrublands and grasslands
Open areas, shrublands and grasslands
Coniferous and mixedwood forests
Open deciduous forests
Willow stands in deciduous forests
Deciduous forests
Mixed deciduous forest, agricultural areas
Open forests, agricultural areas
Urban areas, farmlands, shrublands
Grasslands, shrublands, urban areas
Open areas, including fields
Semi-open forests, often near water
Open areas, open forests, near water
Open areas often near water
Open areas, lakes, rivers, marshes
Steep banks, lakeshores and open areas
Open areas near water
Steep banks, cliffs near water
Aspen and riparian woodlands, urban areas
Spruce-fir, pine and mixedwood forests
Aspen and mixedwood forests
Rocks and cliffs
Aspen forests and shrublands
Riparian areas, coniferous forests
Sedge meadows and grassy fields
Cattail and bulrush marshes
Mixedwood and coniferous forests
Pine, fir and black spruce forests
Open areas, forest edges, forest burns
Open, shrubby areas, coniferous forests
Deciduous forests with a dense understory
Coniferous and mixedwood forests
Coniferous forests, shrubby areas
Forests, open areas, urban areas
Forest edges, urban and agricultural areas
Dense shrublands, riparian areas
Dense shrublands, riparian areas
Dense shrublands, riparian areas
Fields, pastures, wet meadows
Native short-grass prairie
Urban areas, open coniferous forests
Deciduous forests, riparian and shrub areas
Coniferous and mixed forests
Deciduous and mixed forests, shrublands
Wet shrubby areas, often near water
Open coniferous and mixedwood forests
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Occurrence Data Source
Species
Yellow-rumped warbler
Blackpoll warbler
Black-and-white warbler
American redstart
Ovenbird
Northern waterthrush
Connecticut warbler
Common yellowthroat
Wilson’s warbler
Yellow-breasted chat
Western tanager
Spotted towhee
American tree sparrow
Chipping sparrow
Clay-colored sparrow
Brewer’s sparrow
Vesper sparrow
Lark sparrow
Lark bunting
Savannah sparrow
Baird’s sparrow
Grasshopper sparrow
Le Conte’s sparrow
Nelson’s sharp-tailed sparrow
Fox sparrow
Song sparrow
Lincoln’s sparrow
Swamp sparrow
White-throated sparrow
White-crowned sparrow
Dark-eyed junco
McCowan’s longspur
Lapland longspur
Chestnut-collared longspur
Snow bunting
Rose-breasted grosbeak
Lazuli bunting
Bobolink
Red-winged blackbird
Western meadowlark
Yellow-headed blackbird
Rusty blackbird
Brewer’s blackbird
Common grackle
Brown-headed cowbird
Baltimore oriole
Purple finch
House finch
White-winged crossbill
Common redpoll
Pine siskin
American goldfinch
Evening grosbeak
House sparrow
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M
M
M
M
M
M
Br
M
Br
M
Br
M
Br
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M
M
M
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M
M
M
M
M
Br
M
Br
W
M
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
M
Br
Br
Br
Br
M
Br
W
W
W
Br
W
Y

Range
2
Map

Bird
Atlas3

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

BBS4

CBC5

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√
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Forested areas, especially coniferous
Mixedwood forests
Deciduous and mixedwood forests
Deciduous forests, shrub areas near water
Deciduous and mixed forests, riparian areas
Deciduous, riparian thickets
Open deciduous forests, mixedwood forests
Cattail marshes, riparian shrublands
Shrubby areas, riparian shrubs, wet meadows
Riparian shrublands and shrubby coulees
Mature aspen, mixed and coniferous forests
Riparian shrublands and shrubby fields
Semi-open fields, shrubby thickets
Coniferous, mixed and deciduous forests
Forest edge, shrubby areas, open woods
Sagebrush flats and grasslands
Grasslands, semi-open shrublands
Semi-open shrublands, sagebrush, pastures
Short-grass prairie and sagebrush
Moist meadows, marshy edges, weedy fields
Native grasslands, lightly grazed pastures
Grasslands, native prairies and sandhills
Flooded sedge and grass meadows
Marshlands with tall emergent vegetation
Shrublands, meadows, dense woodland areas
Shrublands and riparian areas
Shrubby meadows, forest edges, wetlands
Wet shrublands, marshes
Deciduous and mixed forests, forest edges
Open areas, riparian shrubs
Coniferous and mixed forests, shrublands
Short-grass prairie, native grassland
Grassland and stubble fields
Short-grass prairie
Grassland, marshes
Deciduous, mixed and riparian woodland
Brushy areas, forest edges, shrublands
Tall grassy meadows, prairies, hayfields
Cattail marshes, riparian shrubs, wet meadows
Grasslands, croplands, agricultural areas
Cattail marshes, croplands, riparian areas
Beaver ponds, wet meadows, shrublands
Wet meadows, grasslands, shrublands
Fields, wet meadows, riparian shrubs
Fields, shrublands, forest edges
Deciduous, riparian and mixed forests
Pine, spruce and mixed forests
Cities, towns and agricultural areas
Coniferous and deciduous forests
Open fields, meadows, shrublands, edges
Coniferous and aspen forests, forest edges
Open forests, fields, meadows
Open coniferous and deciduous forests
Urban and agricultural areas
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Occurrence Data Source
Species
Total

Activity1
-

Range
2
Map

Bird
Atlas3

BBS4

CBC5

230

168

68

31

General Habitat 6
-

1

Activity codes: Br = breeding; M = migrating; W = wintering; Y = year-round occurrence
2
Information sources: Semenchuk (2007) and Fisher and Acorn (1998)
3
Alberta Breeding Bird Atlas (Semenchuk 1992)
4
North American Breeding Bird Survey (Sauer et al. 2008)
5
Christmas Bird Count (Sauer et al. 1996)
6
Information source: Fisher and Acorn (1998)
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LETHBRIDGE CIRCULATION ROAD
PLANNING STUDY

CONCEPTUAL BRIDGE PLANNING
OLDMAN RIVER CROSSING CORRIDORS

Prepared By:

March 2009

Introduction
Terrace Engineering Ltd. was retained by AECOM (Earth Tech) to provide a conceptual bridge
planning assessment of two potential crossing corridors of the Oldman River in south Lethbridge.
This assessment involved a brief site inspection, discussions with AECOM, and feedback to the
development and evaluation of roadway corridor alternatives prepared by AECOM.
It must be stressed that this report is only a conceptual review of the two bridge crossing
corridors and considers only the big picture issues such that the two corridors can be compared
with each other. Greater engineering efforts and details will be required during future planning
and design phases and may change the details and recommendations contained in this report. A
closure chapter, including limitations and disclaimers can be found on the last page of this report.

General Project Information
As part of the overall study, AECOM has identified two potential roadway corridors crossing the
Oldman River in south Lethbridge. The Chinook Trail corridor is located along a previously
identified corridor to the west of 24 Avenue S. off of Scenic Drive. The Popson Park corridor is
located west of the Lethbridge airport, and is situated near the Popson Park access road on the
west side of the river. The overall study is to determine which crossing corridor is preferred.
Figures showing the location of these corridors can be found in AECOM’s overall report.

Oldman River - General
The Oldman River has it’s headwaters in the Rocky Mountains and flows easterly towards
Lethbridge where it has a drainage area of about 16,000 km2. Water Survey of Canada operates a
measurement gauge at Lethbridge with records dating back to 1911. Numerous major floods
have occurred, but many were not accurately measured and there is some discrepancy regarding
the magnitude of some of these flood events. Based on previous bridge designs on the Oldman
River, the largest flood likely occurred in 1908 with a discharge of up to 5500 m3/s (the Alberta
Environment floodplain study used a discharge of 4000 m3/s for this flood event). The next
largest flood occurred in 1995 with a recorded peak discharge of 4670 m3/s. Other large floods
occurred in 1897, 1899, 1902, 1923, 1942, 1948, 1953, and 1975.
The number of bridges crossing over the Oldman River is limited due to the steep valley
topography and the size of the river which makes bridge crossings difficult and costly. There are
two existing roadway crossings located within the City of Lethbridge, namely Highway 3 and
Whoop-Up Drive. The next closest roadway bridges are located 40km upriver from Highway 3
(Highway 509) and 43km downriver from Highway 3 (Highway 845). Of these bridge crossings,
Highway 3 is the oldest, with records of bridge structures going back to 1899 or earlier. Photos
of some of the existing bridges are shown on Figure 1.
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The current bridge designs at the existing bridge crossings have all used a design flood discharge
of similar magnitude as the 1995 flood event. The depth of flow for this design flood above a
normal low water level varies between the different bridge crossings with a low value of 6.3m
(BF 7398) and a high value of 7.2m to 7.5m. The higher values are consistent with the gauge
measurements taken by Water Survey of Canada during the 1995 flood event. For purposes of
this assessment a depth of 7.2m above a normal low water level appears to be appropriate for the
new crossings being considered. The slope of the river at Lethbridge is in the order of
0.0008 m/m based on the bed profile information shown in the 1978 Alberta Environment
floodplain study, and the slope is somewhat steeper upstream of the confluence of the St. Mary
River located 14km upriver from the Highway 3 bridge. It should be noted that the inflow of the
St. Mary River does not affect the design flood discharge on the Oldman River since the two
rivers don’t appear to have coincidental floods during the large flood events that occur on the
Oldman River.
The existing bridges noted previously have theoretical bedwidths of between 120m and 180m,
with two of the four bridges having a bedwidth of about 150m. A theoretical bedwidth of 150m
on square appears to be appropriate for the design flood to pass under the new bridges being
examined and compared, although this width will need to be refined during detailed design.
Along the reach of the Oldman River through Lethbridge, the normal wetted width of the river
varies from 55m to 115m. At the two crossing corridors being considered the normal wetted
width is approximately 100m. The difference between the normal wetted width and the
theoretical bedwidth required for flow provides a dry area of land that is well suited to wildlife
passage and recreational passage during normal flow conditions.

Chinook Trail Corridor Crossing
At this location the river is flowing against a steeper bank on the left bank and the alignment
crosses over Battleship Island and a small side channel on the right bank. The river channel
appears to be quite stable and the wetted width during normal flows is about 100m. As noted
previously, a theoretical bedwidth of 150m (to be verified during future design) is required, and
should be set tight against the steep left bank. Riprap bank protection may be required to guide
the flows through the bridge opening.
The side channel located to the east side of the ‘island’ does not carry significant flowing water
during flood conditions, although it does get flooded with water. From a hydraulic perspective
this channel could be closed off, however it likely provides environmental value and this may not
be desirable from that perspective. If the side channel remains open it should be crossed with a
separate bridge or culvert structure. The structure should be sized based on fisheries or
recreational usage requirements and should consider cost-benefit issues.
A brief site inspection was carried out with AECOM on August 28, 2008 and photos from this
site visit are shown on Figure 2.
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Popson Park Corridor Crossing
At this location the river is flowing against a steep bank on the right bank and has a wider plain
area to the left side. The river channel appears to be quite stable and the wetted width during
normal flows is about 100m. As noted previously, a theoretical bedwidth of 150m (to be verified
during future design) is required, and should be set tight against the steep right bank. Riprap bank
protection may be required to guide the flows through the bridge opening.
A brief site inspection was carried out with AECOM on August 28, 2008 and photos from this
site visit are shown on Figure 3.

Other Issues
ROADWAY - A tangent horizontal alignment is preferred for the bridge crossing, however a
large radius curve that results in a design superelevation of 3% or less is acceptable. For the
vertical gradeline across the bridge structure, the grade should be between 1% and 3% and can be
part of a sag or crest curve. Flatter gradelines create problems with longitudinal drainage from
the bridge deck and should be avoided.
GEOTECHNICAL - The use of 2:1 headslopes without setbacks for the fills at the ends of the
bridge is preferred since this minimizes the bridge length and generally provides a more
economical overall project cost. Where 2:1 slopes are not stable without geotechnical
improvement, the design should consider soil improvement, sub-excavation, or other techniques
to achieve a 2:1 headslope and then evaluate for cost-effectiveness.
STRUCTURAL - The bridge structure should consider long spans (45m+) to minimize the
number of piers and minimize the impact of in-stream pier construction on fisheries. Different
span arrangements should be examined during the design and evaluated for feasibility and costeffectiveness.
ENVIRONMENTAL - The bridge opening will likely act as a corridor for wildlife and
recreational users in addition to the fisheries that use the river. As noted earlier, the wetted width
of the normal flow is narrower than the required bridge opening thereby providing for terrestrial
passage opportunities within the hydraulically required bridge opening. Due to the high costs for
extra bridge length, any additional bridge length desired for passage purposes beyond the
hydraulically required opening should be evaluated for cost-effectiveness relative to any benefits.
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Closure
This study has been prepared exclusively for AECOM for the conceptual bridge planning
associated with two potential Oldman River crossing corridors in south Lethbridge. The
information and data contained herein represent our professional judgement in light of the
knowledge and information available to us at the time of preparation.
Except as required by law, this study and the information and data contained herein may be used
and relied upon only by the client, who is restricted to using this information only for the purpose
for which it was intended. We deny any liability whatsoever to other parties who may obtain
access to this study for any injury, loss or damage suffered by such parties arising from their use
of, or reliance upon, this study or any of its contents. Any use of this study by third parties, or any
reliance or decisions based on it, are the responsibility of such third parties.

Respectfully submitted,

Terrace Engineering Ltd.

APEGGA Permit P6715
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Looking downstream towards the Highway 845 crossing of the Oldman River northeast of Lethbridge.

Looking downstream towards the Highway 3 crossing of the Oldman River at Lethbridge.

Looking downstream towards the Whoop-Up Drive crossing of the Oldman River at Lethbridge.
Lethbridge Circulation Road Planning
Study - Conceptual Bridge Planning
EXISTING BRIDGES
Figure 1
2008-08-27

Looking upstream from near the Chinook Trail Corridor.

Looking downstream from near the Chinook Trail Corridor.

Looking upstream from pedestrian bridge along the
side channel to east of Battleship Island .

Lethbridge Circulation Road Planning
Study - Conceptual Bridge Planning
CHINOOK TRAIL CORRIDOR
Figure 2
2008-08-28

Looking upstream from near the Popson Park Corridor.

Looking downstream from near the Popson Park Corridor.
Lethbridge Circulation Road Planning
Study - Conceptual Bridge Planning
POPSON PARK CORRIDOR
Figure 3
2008-08-28
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Statement of Qualifications and Limitations
© 2009 AECOM CANADA LTD. OR CLIENT (IF COPYRIGHT ASSIGNED TO CLIENT). ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS
DOCUMENT IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND TRADE SECRET LAW AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED IN ANY MANNER,
EXCEPT BY CLIENT FOR ITS OWN USE, OR WITH THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF AECOM CANADA LTD. OR CLIENT (IF
COPYRIGHT ASSIGNED TO CLIENT).
The attached Report (the “Report”) has been prepared by AECOM Canada Ltd. (“Consultant”) for the benefit of the client
(“Client”) in accordance with the agreement between Consultant and Client, including the scope of work detailed therein (the
“Agreement”).
The information, data, recommendations and conclusions contained in the Report:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

are subject to the budgetary, time, scope, and other constraints and limitations in the Agreement and the
qualifications contained in the Report (the “Limitations”);
represent Consultants’ professional judgement in light of the Limitations and industry standards for the
preparation of similar reports;
may be based on information provided to Consultant which has not been independently verified;
have not been updated since the date of issuance of the Report and their accuracy is limited to the time period and
circumstances in which they were collected, processed, made or issued;
must be read as a whole and sections thereof should not be read out of such context;
were prepared for the specific purposes described in the Report and the Agreement;
in the case of subsurface, environmental or geotechnical conditions, may be based on limited testing and on the
assumption that such conditions are uniform and not variable either geographically or over time.

Unless expressly stated to the contrary in the Report or the Agreement, Consultant:
•
•
•

shall not be responsible for any events or circumstances that may have occurred since the date on which the
Report was prepared or for any inaccuracies contained in information that was provided to Consultant;
makes no representations whatsoever with respect to the Report or any part thereof, other than that the Report
represents Consultant’s professional judgement as described above, and is intended only for the specific purpose
described in the Report and the Agreement;
in the case of subsurface, environmental or geotechnical conditions, is not responsible for variability in such
conditions geographically or over time.

Except as required by law or otherwise agreed by Consultant and Client, the Report:
•
•

is to be treated as confidential;
may not be used or relied upon by third parties.

Any use of this Report is subject to this Statement of Qualifications and Limitations. Any damages arising from improper use
of the Report or parts thereof shall be borne by the party making such use.
This Statement of Qualifications and Limitations is attached to and forms part of the Report.
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1.

Introduction

The City of Lethbridge retained AECOM to complete a long range transportation study of key roadways in
and surrounding the City of Lethbridge. The objectives of the Circulation Road Study are to:

•
•

Develop an Arterial Roadway Plan for the City of Lethbridge with a future population of 110,000
forecasted to occur in 2030.
Develop a long-term roadway network plan that is compatible with the provincial highway system
and a future population of 150,000 which includes the Provincial North South Trade Corridor
(NSTC).

Planning of the future roadway network for Lethbridge recognizes the existing city development and roadway
network, the decisions made by the Province of Alberta with respect to the future North South Trade
Corridor, and plans approved by City Council for future land development and roadways. One of the key
outcomes for the Circulation Road Study is a recommendation for a future river crossing.
The City of Lethbridge Transportation System Bylaw, shown in Figure 1.1, outlines the existing arterial
roadway system and planned future roadways. These arterial roadways are designed to efficiently move
large volumes of traffic throughout the city. The Transportation System Bylaw identifies Chinook Trail as a
future roadway crossing of the Oldman River. The Chinook Trail river crossing location was consistent with
planning decisions dating back over twenty years and the City of Lethbridge has acquired most of the rightof-way necessary for this roadway.
In the 2004 City of Lethbridge Transportation Master Plan, the possibility for alternative river crossing
locations was raised. These alternative crossings, including Chinook Trail, are shown in Figure 1.2.
Subsequently, in the 2006 Highway 3 & 4 Lethbridge and Area NHS and NSTC Functional Planning Study,
the Province of Alberta determined the route for the North South Trade Corridor (or CANAMEX Corridor) to
be east and north of Lethbridge. Figure 1.2 also shows the location of the future NSTC.
A progress report on the findings of the Circulation Road Study was presented at a Public Open House on
th
March 18 , 2008. The Open House provided information on the roadway network alternatives considered
including the future river crossing locations. The results of the open house were presented to the Lethbridge
City Council on April 28th, 2008; subsequently proposal for a study to further evaluate the future river
crossing alternatives was requested. The scope of the study was approved by the Lethbridge City Council to
evaluate two river crossing alternatives as well as the option of no river crossing. The roadway network
alternatives considered are:

•
•
•

Chinook Trail Crossing
Popson Park Crossing
No New River Crossing

This report provides an overview of the preliminary roadway planning and construction costs for the Chinook
Trail and Popson Park River Crossing Alternatives.
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2.

Circulation Road Purpose

The circulation road crossing the Oldman River is an arterial roadway intended to efficiently convey large
volumes of traffic throughout the City of Lethbridge. In previous studies the Province of Alberta has
determined that the route of the North South Trade Corridor will be external to the city. Consequently, the
additional river crossing does not have the primary function of carrying traffic by-passing the City of
Lethbridge. The decision by the Province of Alberta to route the North South Trade Corridor to the east and
north of Lethbridge has the effect of diverting by-pass traffic around Lethbridge in the future. Implementation
of the NSTC will also affect the routes of some travel from outside the city into the city.
An additional roadway crossing of the Oldman River would perform a key function in the roadway network by
improving connectivity across the barrier which the river creates between the east and west sections of the
city. The importance of this connectivity will increase over time as Lethbridge grows on both sides of the
Oldman River. Potential growth areas beyond the 110,000 population footprint are shown on Figure 2.1.
The expected directions of growth are to the west, north and east. Southward growth is considered unlikely
due to utility service considerations.
Within the context of future growth directions and the location of the NSTC, AECOM has developed a
Skeletal Network Concept of high level roadways that would serve Lethbridge beyond the 110,000
population horizon. This Skeletal Network is shown on Figure 2.1. The network could incorporate either of
or neither of the Chinook Trail and Popson Park river crossings.
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3.

Comparative Roadway Concepts

For comparison of the river crossing alternatives, the Chinook Trail and Popson Park alignments were
reviewed between a common point on the west side at Benton Drive to there respective connections on the
east side at Mayor Magrath Drive/Highway 5. The two alternatives were compared assuming similar
roadway function and design parameters. Both roadways have four traffic lanes with at-grade intersections
and provision for pedestrian and cycle travel within the roadway right-of-way. Chinook Trail on the east end
would connect to the existing Scenic Drive between the communities of Chinook Heights and Tudor Estates.
Intersection modifications, if required, along Scenic Drive would be determined by a further Functional
Planning level study. Popson Park crossing was aligned north of the Lethbridge Airport and connected to 43
Street to maximize its travel benefit. Figure 3.1 shows the Chinook Trail and Popson Park river crossing
alignments.

3.1

Design Parameters

Both the Chinook Trail and Popson Park river crossing alignments were designed to the City of Lethbridge
Design Standards as well as standards from the Alberta Transportation – Highway Geometric Design Guide.
The Chinook Trail and Popson Park crossing options were developed using a design speed of 90km/h.
The arterial classified roadways will utilize an urban cross section and have a posted speed of 80km/h.
The design speed of the roadway influences minimum geometric standards as stated in the Alberta
Transportation Design Guide. The following table summarizes the design parameters that were used for
both river crossing options.
Table 3.1: Design Parameters
Design Parameters
Design Speed
"e"
min horizontal curve
min crest K
min sag K
min grade
max grade
min bridge grade
max bridge grade
fill slope
cut slope
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Minimum horizontal roadway curve standards were obtained from Table B.3.6a of the Alberta Transportation
Design Guide. This table is based on a maximum super elevation or “e” parameter of .06m/m. By setting
the maximum super elevation, the allowable radii of horizontal curves at various design speeds are also
fixed. The table states that, for a 90km/h design speed, the absolute minimum horizontal curve radius is
340 metres with a six percent super elevation. To reduce earthwork costs associated with large super
elevations, and to increase driver comfort, a minimum horizontal curve radius of 400 metres was used for
both river crossings.
Vertical curves, in the form of crests and sags, were controlled by section B4.4 of the Alberta Transportation
Design Guide. The “k” parameter, which rates all vertical curves, is the plan distance in which it takes for the
vertical curve’s instantaneous slope to change by 1%. With the exception of as-built Scenic Drive, all vertical
crest curves have a “k” parameter of 80 while vertical sags have a “k” parameter of 60. These values fit well
within the minimum standards for crests and sags of 55 and 21 respectively at a design speed of 90km/h.
The allowable grades for each crossing were stipulated by the City of Lethbridge Design Standards.
Maximum and minimum grades are allowed to be 6% and .6% respectively. The .6% minimum grade was
necessary to allow water at self cleansing velocities to flow along the curb and gutter system while the 6%
maximum is due to safety and ice accumulation on the roadway. In order to mitigate differential icing on the
proposed bridge decks, a maximum and minimum grade of 3% and 1% were used. Differential icing occurs
when different ice conditions are experienced on the road and bridge due to the underside of the bridge
being exposed.
An unstable geotechnical layer heavily influences all sideslopes in the Lethbridge region. The Lenzie layer is
a planar salt deposit at approximately 910 metres above sea level that exhibits significantly reduced
resistance to landslip when saturated with water. EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. has recommended that
shallow sideslopes no steeper than 4:1 (Horizontal:Vertical) were to be used above the Lenzie layer in cut
situations. Below 910 metres, cut sideslopes of 3:1 were recommended. As a conservative assumption for
the preliminary planning process, sideslopes of 4:1 were used throughout both cut and fill areas.

3.2

Cross Section

The Chinook Trail and Popson Park river crossing alternatives both use an urban cross section. The
corridor’s cross section is largely based upon the City of Lethbridge Design Standards for an arterial
classified roadway as shown in Figure 3.2.
The roadway will have two lanes travelling in each direction, separated by a wide nine metre median to
accommodate slotted left turn bays. A rolled curb and gutter system will be used to convey stormwater to
catch basins at regular intervals. To accommodate pedestrians and cyclists, a wide boulevard and pathway
have been included on the south side for both crossing alternatives.
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A seventy-five metre wide right of way was selected in order to contain the roadway’s cross section and
daylight lines. This right of way extends equally on either side of the centerline and only deviates in locations
of extreme cut or fill. In these cases, the right of way allowance increases to accommodate the daylight line
of the cut or fill slope.

3.3

Comparison Considerations

The following section describes the comparison and optimization considerations for both river crossing
alignments.

3.3.1 Land
Chinook Trail river crossing has a planned right of way that extends from the west edge of the Oldman River
to approximately 300 metres south of the intersection with University Drive. The majority of this right-of-way
has previously been acquired by the City of Lethbridge. Area structure plans in the vicinity have been
developed taking into consideration that this land would be used in conjunction with a second river crossing.
The planned community of Sunridge, between University Drive and Benton Drive, provided accommodation
for Chinook Trail by extending the roadway right-of-way, to allow for a perpendicular intersection with future
Benton Drive.
To date no provision has been made by the City of Lethbridge to acquire land for roadway right-of-way along
the proposed Popson Park alignment, however, some small sections of the land required are currently
owned by the City of Lethbridge for other purposes.

3.3.2

Bridge

During the planning process, consideration was given to the fact that a large portion of the costs for the river
crossings would be attributable to the bridge structure. To reduce costs, it was desirable that the bridge
structures had the lowest feasible heights and shortest lengths, however, the lower bridge options meant
higher costs for earthwork in and out of the valley. It was therefore decided that the height of the proposed
bridge would be the result of an optimization between bridge and earthwork costs.
Pending more detailed planning, an environmental setback of fifteen metres was provided from the toe of the
embankment slope to the edge of the Oldman River for each river crossing.
Only a single embankment will be needed for each of the crossings due to the topography of the Oldman
River. Each crossing has a steep bank and will only require an embankment on one side of the river. For
Chinook Trail the embankment is required on the east side of the crossing. For the Popson Park alternative
the embankment is required on the west side. The presence of the steep bank makes it impractical to
provide an environmental setback on the side of the river without the embankment.
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4.

Chinook Trail

For this preliminary planning exercise proposed Chinook Trail River Crossing alternative begins at Benton
Drive and follows the existing right of way corridor towards the Oldman River. The alignment then crosses
the main channel and over Battleship Island and its side channel before climbing the valley wall to Scenic
Drive. The alignment then ties directly into Scenic Drive to ultimately end at Highway 5/Mayor Magrath
Drive.
At grade intersections are planned at Benton Drive, University Drive and Scenic Drive.
The preliminary plan and profile drawings for the Chinook Trail River Crossing alternative are shown in
Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.4.
Chinook Trail runs along a route previously established by the City of Lethbridge. The City currently owns
the majority of this right of way and it was therefore prudent to stay within the right of way’s boundaries.
Currently, the right of way has been respected within all area structure plans in the region. The right of way
effectively fixes the horizontal alignment on the high land west of the Oldman River.
A design constraint exists at the lip of the western edge of the Oldman River Valley where it comes into
contact with the existing Chinook Trail ROW. The minimum roadway standards, combined with an objective
to reduce bridge costs, created a pinch point at the location of greatest cut. The shallow geotechnical
sideslopes, necessary for the instability of the Lenzie layer, were also required to remain within the existing
ROW allowance. This combination of the sideslopes requirements, minimum roadway standards, and
available right-of-way prescribed the height of the Chinook Trail Bridge.

Western Bank of the Chinook Trail Crossing Location
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Chinook Trail’s alignment over the Oldman River was influenced by the previously established right-of-way
as well as cost considerations related to crossing Battleship Island. The presence of the island and resulting
side channel on the eastern side of the river made a continuous bridge over the entire river unnecessary.
The eastern bridge embankment was extended across the side channel and onto Battleship Island in order
to minimize costs of the bridge structure. A large open bottomed arch culvert will be installed to
accommodate the existing flows through the side channel. This arch culvert and long embankment greatly
improves the cost effectiveness of the Chinook Trail Alternative.
The horizontal and vertical alignment of the Chinook Trail option will connect to the existing Scenic Drive.
The Chinook Trail river crossing option will therefore be much shorter than the Popson Park alternative.
Cost savings will result as the roadway construction and excavations will end at Scenic Drive. The shorter
alignment will result in a cost saving of approximately 8.5 million dollars when comparing the two options.

Side Channel at the Chinook Trail River Crossing Location
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5.

Popson Park

Potential alignments for the freeway standard NSTC had been previously investigated in the Popson Park
area. This provided useful background material. However, an alignment for an arterial standard roadway
had not been previously investigated and a number of alignment alternatives were considered in this study.
The proposed Popson Park River Crossing option begins at Benton Drive and curves down to align with the
existing Popson Park access road. The alignment then descends down to the valley floor and turns on a
large radius curve across the river. It then crosses a gentle sloping river deposit before climbing the valley
wall on the east side of the river via a natural draw. The alignment then travels around a large coulee before
intersecting Highway 5 just north of the airport. The preliminary plan and profile drawings for the Popson
Park River Crossing alternative can be are shown in Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.5.
The first major consideration in the Popson Park alignment development process was the connecting
location to Highway 5. The option existed to either place the horizontal alignment on the north or south side
of the Lethbridge Airport. The traffic usage of either the north or south connection option is largely based
upon driver convenience. Connecting the Popson Park river crossing alignment into Highway 5 north of the
airport would attract more traffic than the southern alternative.
A large coulee that exists west of the airport heavily influenced the physical geometry of the Popson Park
option. Crossing the coulee too far north would incur large costs associated with a second bridge structure.
Alternatively, as the alignment veers off south, the overall length of the roadway increases significantly.
It was decided that instead of missing the coulee altogether, it would be more beneficial to have a shorter
alignment that struck the coulee’s southern tip. It was necessary to remain south enough in order to avoid a
second bridge however. This location is the southernmost extent of the alignment and requires a significant
jog in the overall direction of the road.
The horizontal alignment over the river was very important during the design process. In the March 2009
Conceptual bridge Planning Report, Terrace Engineering recommended that the most ideal horizontal river
crossing would be perpendicular and straight. A perpendicular river crossing is important because it will
reduce the overall length of the bridge structure. It is also important for the alignment to be straight in order
to simplify and reduce costs associated with the bridge. In this particular case, however; a straight alignment
over the river would create the negative effects of a broken backed curve. It was therefore proposed that a
very large radius curve be used over the river instead of a straight alignment. The impacts of the very large
radius curve were deemed to be negligible and therefore acceptable.
The height of the Popson Park Bridge was carefully considered during the alignment development. The first
alignments were able to have lower bridges than those at Chinook Trail. Although dollar costs associated
with the bridge were lower, these low bridges would create very large cuts on the eastern and western river
banks. The lower the bridge was, the larger the cuts were to get in and out of the valley. A compromise was
made between these two costs that set the Popson Park bridge height at approximately twenty metres above
the Oldman River.
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During the preliminary stages of the development of the Popson Park river crossing alternative, a number of
crossings were reviewed. These options attempted to find the ideal ascent in and out of the river valley.
It was generally found that where the eastern banks were shallow the western banks would be steep and
vice versa.
The first of the Popson Park crossing alternatives considered were option three and option four, shown in
Figure 5.6. Option four struck a steep bank on the eastern side of the Oldman River and required a great
deal of cut to climb out of the valley. This option could have had a bridge foundation founded in the bedrock
on the eastern side of the river. This option was discarded due to the large cuts associated with removing
the steep sloping face. Option Three attempted to climb out of the valley on the north facing slope. This
option incurred large cuts associated with striking the valley’s “fingers” perpendicularly and was once again
discarded.
The next Popson Park crossing option considered was option two. Option two preserved the existing
Popson Park Access Road by passing through the planned community of Riverbend. The option then
descended to the river in large cuts before crossing the Oldman River on a large radius curve. The
alignment then attempted to strike the north facing slope at a perpendicular angle on the eastern ascent. By
curving the alignment on the gentle sloping river deposit, it was possible to utilize a natural valley draw. This
ascent had a great deal less earthworks than the previous options for the Popson Park River Crossing.

Eastern Bank of the Popson Park River Crossing Location
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The Popson Park crossing was revised once again after comments from the City of Lethbridge regarding the
preservation of the planned community of Riverbend. Option One is a result of the southern shift of Option
Two towards the Popson Park Access Road. Option One still impacted the planned community of
Riverbend, although significantly less than the other options considered for the Popson Park Crossing.
Option One continued to utilize the valley draw on the north facing slope of the Oldman River during its
eastern ascent.
Earthworks changed a great deal between Options One and Two. The cuts on the western side of the river
were reduced although the southern shift in the horizontal alignment gave less room for Option One to curve
towards the natural draw on the east side of the river. The use of the large radius perpendicular alignment
over the Oldman River forced the roadway to strike the valley wall to a greater degree on the ascent. This
effect was slightly mitigated by raising the height of the bridge structure by approximately five metres. Option
one still incurred larger cuts as it climbed the eastern bank.

Western Bank of the Popson Park Crossing Location
The connection with University Drive also had to be considered during the development of the Popson Park
River Crossing alternative. In order to maintain the connectivity with University Drive in both river crossing
alternatives, two options were considered to connect University Drive with the Popson Park River Crossing
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alternative. The two options considered for the University Drive connection to the Popson Park alignment
are shown previously in Figure 5.6.
University Drive option two, maintains a continuous alignment for University Drive. This alignment would
meet the Popson Park River Crossing Alternatives at deep sunken intersections. These sunken
intersections and the resulting cuts in University Drive greatly increase the earthworks associated with the
Popson Park River Crossing alternative. Additionally, University Drive option two passes directly through the
western side of the planned community of Riverbend. For these reasons University Drive option two was
deemed to be impractical.
University Drive option one addressed many of the concerns associated with its predecessor although it no
longer remained continuous. The alignment strikes the Chinook Trail right-of-way at a signalized intersection
before traveling west and bending down to meet the Popson Park alignment on the high land. This
alignment adds approximately a kilometre of road and an additional intersection to the Popson Park River
Crossing Alternative although no longer induces large cuts associated with a sunken intersection.
After reducing the impact on the community of Riverbend through Popson Park alignment option one, it
became clear that the Popson Park access road would have to be reconstructed. Alternative access to the
park potentially exists south of the existing alignment at the southernmost end of University Drive. A lower
standard, gravel road would provide access to the Oldman River Observatory as well as recreation areas.
The construction of the Popson Park access road as well as the University Drive connection will contribute
directly to the cost difference between the two river crossing alignments.
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6.

Comparative Construction and Land Costs

Table 6.1 shows the comparative construction and land costs for the two alternative river crossings as well
as the difference in the costs between the Chinook Trail and Popson Park alternatives. An negative
difference (shown in red), shows where the cost of the Popson Park alternative exceeds the cost of the
Chinook Trail alternative
Table 6.1: Comparative Construction and Land Costs
Item
Road
Bridge
Earthworks
Land
10% Engineering
10% Contingency
TOTAL

Chinook

Popson

Difference

$33,470,000
$68,010,000
$15,280,000
$540,000
$11,730,000
$12,910,000
$141,940,000

$48,070,000
$65,710,000
$55,900,000
$3,750,000
$17,350,000
$19,080,000
$209,860,000

($14,600,000)
$2,300,000
($40,620,000)
($3,210,000)
($5,620,000)
($6,170,000)
(67,920,000)

The price of the roadway is primarily dependent upon its length. Chinook Trail has a total length of
6.19 kilometres while Popson Park has a total length of 7.80 kilometres. The roadway alignments in the
valley are 2.89 kilometres and 3.33 kilometres long for Chinook Trail and Popson Park respectively. The
Popson Park alternative incurs an additional roadway length of 1.09 kilometres to accommodate the
University Drive connection road. The Popson Park crossing alternative between Benton Drive and Highway
5 is therefore approximately 2.70 kilometres longer than the Chinook Trail alternative.
The roadway cost encompasses elements such as granular base course, pavement, storm sewer and lights
as well as other elements. The price difference between the two options amounts to approximately 14.6
million dollars. The difference in cost is primarily due to the construction of the University Drive connection
road and the fact that the Popson Park alignment extends to Highway 5.
The bridge amounts to a significant portion of the cost of each crossing alternative. The differences between
the two bridge costs are relatively minor due to the fact that similar conditions were experienced on both
crossings. The Chinook Trail Bridge costs approximately 2.3 million dollars more than Popson Park
alternative due to the presence of the open bottomed arch culvert spanning the side channel of Battleship
Island.
The majority of the cost difference between the two alignments is due to earthworks. Popson Park earthwork
costs are approximately 40.6 million dollars more than the Chinook Trail alternative, largely because of its
larger cuts. This cost difference can be attributed to the climb up the valley wall on the eastern bank. The
Chinook Trail option follows a natural route up the valley wall and is roughly balanced on the eastern side of
the river. The Popson Park option incurs larger cuts as it climbs the vertical profile through this section. The
presence of these cuts in the Popson Park option is responsible for the large difference in the earth work
costs.
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The land values shown in Table 6.1 represent the 2008 value of land that has not been previously acquired.
The estimated value of land for each of the river crossing alternatives was provided by the City of Lethbridge.
The difference in land prices shown is primarily due to the fact that majority of the land required for the
Chinook Trail crossing has been acquired previously. The 2008 land value for the Chinook Trail and Popson
Park roadway right-of-way requirements are $4,180,000 and $4,420,000 respectively.
The engineering and contingency costs, associated with each alignment, each represent 10% of the
cumulative total for their respective river crossings.
Overall, the cost of the Popson Park alignment is approximately 50% higher than the Chinook Trail
alternative. This large price difference is primarily due to larger earth cuts on the eastern bank of the Popson
Park crossing that are not experienced in the Chinook Trail alternative. The increased length of the Popson
Park alignment, relative to the crossing at Chinook Trail, also increases the cost difference.
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7.

Findings

The functional classification and design parameters used to develop the Chinook Trail and Popson Park river
crossing alternatives were the same. This circulation roadway planning study shows that the difference in
cost between the two alternatives can be attributed mainly to earthworks, the difference in roadway lengths,
and the difference in estimated land costs. The costs associated with each of these factors are less for the
Chinook Trail alternative.
The main bridges over the Oldman River are of approximately equal cost for both alternatives. However, an
additional arch culvert is required on the Chinook Trail crossing for the Battleship Island side channel.
The comparative construction and land costs of the Chinook Trail and Popson Park alternatives are about
$141 million and $210 million (2008 dollars) respectively. The anticipated costs for Chinook Trail alternative
are approximately $68 million less than those associated with the Popson Park alternative.
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